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of the country. There are no serious
private law school competitors closer

dents for the practice of law. Espe

than Chicago, Ithaca, or Philadelphia.

cially in recent years, under Deans

Outstanding faculty at the Law
School in several fields have national
teaching reputation of the faculty is

the school has recruited many tal

even stronger. Our placement of stu

ented faculty, constructed a fine new
building, and greatly increased both

dents is, if anything, better than it

its endowment and the size of the

about fewer opportunities for new

student body.
But by July, 1982, the Law School

lawyers. The school has, in other
words, the necessary core to attract
students and faculty. After 11 months

the school remained financially

as dean, I am fully persuaded that

sound, annual giving had not kept
pace with inflation, the number and

my initial estimate is correct the
essential ingredients for building the

quality of student applications had

educational strength of the Law

declined, and faculty-student ratios
had risen beyond acceptable accredi

School are present.
This report summarizes some of

tation standards.
It will not be a simple or easy task

the steps and programs that are being

to solve our problems and make fur

school of the first rank. It describes

ther progress. There are over 170

current conditions and plans in three

accredited law schools in the country,
9 in Ohio. Although CWRU's Law

areas: students, faculty and library,
and educational and research
programs.

lower tuition, often less than 40 per
cent of ours. Demographic statistics

STUDENTS

for the region project a 31 percent
decline this decade in the 18 to 24

in recent years. Law may also be los

criticisms of law as a career choice
(e.g.. President Bok's report to the

page 16.

taken to achieve this goal of a law

School has the largest full-time stu
dent body in the state, all others have

ing some of its luster as a chosen pro

See story,

has been in the past despite publicity

faced substantial problems. Although

fession as a result of narrowing
opportunities for job placement and

Cover
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optimistic. Cleveland provides an

distinguished record of educating stu
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Schools").
There are, however, reasons to be

Law has developed an enviable and

age group, which is our primary
applicant pool; perhaps because of
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Ernest Gellhorn

In place of the customary quarterly
"Dean's Message," In Brief presents
here a shortened version of Dean Ernest
Gellhorn's report June 2, 1983, to the
University's Board of Trustees on his
first year at the Law School. The report
is shortened because parts of it duplb
cate material that appears in othter
pages or earlier issues of In Brief. For
example, a substantial section on stu
dent financial aid is cut from the report
because it basically repeats the dean's
remarks in the February issue. —K.E.T.

Harvard Board of Overseers in
March, 1983, and the May 22, 1983,

Among the major changes in the

student body during the past 10 year;
are a reduction in the number of
applicants (from 2,250 to 1,300), an
increase in the number of women
(from 23 to 36 percent), and a rise in
the number of non-Ohioans (from 43
to 55 percent). But probably the mos

significant change has been a change
in the size of the student body, whicl
has increased by over 20 percent.
Although the measurable quality o
the student body is substantial (the
average LSAT is in the low 600s and

3.2 is the average GPA), the decline
in the number of applicants has made
it difficult to maintain that quality.
Of particular concern is the decline,
since 1978, of over 5 percent in the

Foundation funding is being sought
for each. The faculty also approved
the adoption of a 50-minute class
hour, which is the rule at virtually
every other law school; class schedul

credentials of the first GPA quartile.
Also of concern is a decline in the
number of in-state applicants at a
greater rate than other Ohio law
schools are experiencing. This is of
particular concern since the school s

ing and interchange with university
courses will be simplified.
A minicomputer compatible with

design because no law school has yet
developed a satisfactory approach.

mation Systems is being installed for

CONCLUSION

administrative offices, and microcom
puters have significantly inaproved

here are to be realized and the hopes

operations in the dean's office and

for a national law school of the first

the Legal Clinic. Microcomputers are
being ordered for all faculty members

rank are to be achieved, the commit
ment and dedication of the faculty,

and each faculty secretary, and
arrangements are being made for fac

students, and alumni must be sustained. In addition, substantial addi

ulty to purchase similar computers
for home use. Experience supports

tional resources must be attracted.

this program as likely to have a

school's annual budget of over $6

substantial impact on faculty

million comes from non-tuition
sources. The projected budget plan

"yield" (acceptance ratio) for highHigher among in-state students.
Out of a conviction that the Law
School must maintain quality even at
the expense of tuition revenues, the
faculty has approved a recomrnendation gradually to reduce the si?e of
the entering class to 200, with a pro
jected enrollment of 600 by 1987.
Gund Hall was designed for this
smaller size. The pressure for addi
tional lawyers has abated. Even if the
impact of the reduction in the appli
cant pool can be minimized and the
placement market protected for
CWRU students, a smaller student
body is desirable from an educational
and social perspective. Thus, the
planned entering class for 1983 is
projected at 230 (down from 254

scholarship.
Recommendations will also be
offered soon on the faculty s commit

1988. For the immediate term, gifts

tees and ensuring that faculty respon
sibility for establishing educational

ments Committee and Library Com
mittee were busy. Contacts were
made with faculty and librarians of
leading law schools to identify candi
dates. Committee members visited
courts (including the Supreme Court)
and met with candidates in several
cities; they reviewed hundreds of
applications. As a result, five new
appointments have been made. The
quality of these five candidates and
their commitment to effective teach
ing and outstanding scholarship make
them as fine a group of appointees as
any law school has achieved in
recent years. Of the five, two are
women and one of the men is blacl^
These appointments have brought the
Law School into compliance with
accreditation standards for the num
ber of faculty (28) for the expected
student body next year (of 720).
Other significant events are numer
ous. The faculty adopted a new pro
motion and tenure standard that
gives increased emphasis to creative
and original scholarship without lim
iting teaching requirements. Draft
proposals have been developed for
several interdisciplinary programs,
including the study of nonprofit insti
tutions, law and economics, criminal

tional endowment is the only long

policy is preserved. A faculty work

term solution, and a program for a

shop program has been instituted

major capital campaign is under

whereby draft research papers are
circulated and discussed. These
monthly seminars will invite the

study.

preliminary relationship has been

During the past year, the Appoint

calls for non-tuition revenues to
increase to one third of the budget by
to the annual fund and other operat
ing accounts are being sought. Addi

FACULTY AND LIBRARY

to its numbers and enhancing its rep
utation in scholarship and research.

Currently almost one quarter of the

view toward consolidating commit

participation of other university
departments when appropriate. (A

The faculty has turned with energy
and enthusiasm to the task of adding

If the plans and programs outlined

tee structure for governance, with a

in 1982).

nal justice, and law and medicine.

law students within four years. It
will require careful preparation and

the DEC-20 used by University Infor

quality students is substantially

sentencing, Canadian studies, crimi

moot court competitions and publica
tions. A student computer club is
already functioning. Current plans
include full computer capability for

established with members of the
Department of Economics.)

educational programs

All of the programs noted above
are designed to strengthen the educa
tional program. As the students and
faculty gain in stature, the educa
tional quality should be reflected
both in reality and in the school's
reputation. There are, however,
aspects of the curriculum that also
deserve careful study and will be
reexamined.
Much of the past year has been
spent educating a new dean about
the design of the curriculum. But sig
nificant steps for change have already
been taken. The faculty has agreed to
embark on a two-year curriculum
review led by the dean. Rather than
relying on a committee process, this
effort will use shifting groups
depending on the subject under
review. Another idea still somewhat
in the future includes reinstatement
of the master's degree in law (sus
pended by the faculty several years
ago); any action must await addi
tional faculty appointments, however.
Another area where only prelimi
nary exploration has begun is in the
use of computers for students. The
new librarian has the issue of com
puter capability high on her list of
priorities for the library. Expanded
word processing will be available
during this next year for student

Ernest Gellhorn
Dean and Galen J. Roush
Professor of Law

Confidentiality and the
New Orleans Amendment
by Professor Robert P. Lawry

far too limited range of obligations.

future crimes except in cases where

The lawyer has responsibilities

"substantial bodily harm" or "immi

beyond the courtroom to the law and

midwinter meeting in New Orleans

nent death" is likely. At the same

to the legal system. Lawyers have an

(February, 1983) resulted in the pas

time, the historic exceptions permit

obligation to counsel their clients to

sage of each of the rules of the final

ting disclosure for self-defense or

stay within the bounds of the law,

draft of the Kutak Commission's

to collect the lawyer's fee were

and a special obligation to make cer

Model Rules of Professional Conduct.

preserved.

tain the law and the system are not

The American Bar Association's

Editorials in the New York Times,'

abused in the process of representing
a client. A classic example here is the

1983, annual meeting. During the

the Cleveland Plain Dealer, and other
newspapers denounced the amend

debate in New Orleans, several

ment and pleaded with courts and

lawyer has ever publicly advocated

amendments to the Rules were also

legislatures not to accept the new

that tactic. The case of perjury has

adopted. The most controversial was

standard. I concur in the condem

been widely debated, but not as a

to Rule 1.6, Confidentiality of Infor

nations leveled against the action

fundamental matter. Lawyers unani

mation. With the amendment. Rule

taken in New Orleans. Let me now

mously agree that perjury should not

1.6 now requires lawyers to maintain

Passage of the entire integrated docu
ment is expected at the summer,

use of false evidence in a trial. No

explain why.

be permitted and that lawyers have

client confidences even if the client is

an obligation to counsel against per

involved in fraud or criminal activity.

MERITS

jury. The debate has centered on
what to do if a client perjures himself

I believe the amendment is wrong
in principle and contrary to the his

The principle of confidentiality is

on the witness stand. After some con

toric traditions of the bar. Before set

largely based on the policy that cli

fusion caused by the 1974 amend

ting forth my argument on the mer

ents will not speak freely to their

ment to the Code of Professional

its, however, let me sketch briefly the

lawyers concerning facts germane to

Responsibility, the Kutak rules again

history of this subject.

their problems unless they have the

provide a clear answer. Rule 3.3

HISTORY
Although the principle of confiden

assurance that their confidences will

requires a lawyer to rectify the per

be respected. I do not now take par

jury even at the risk of disclosing

ticular issue with this policy except

confidential information. These are

to note that it is an untested empiri

matters of courtroom ethics. But the

tiality is embedded deep within the

cal assumption, and to note further

obligations of the lawyer are similar

common law tradition, exceptions

that there are strong arguments that

in the non-litigation areas as well.

have existed as long as the rule.

the policy thwarts truth and justice

Among the most time-honored have

more than is acceptable. Neverthe

should be assured that whatever he
or she did in the past is protected

An individual seeking legal counsel

been those relating to fraud (particu

less, I accept the policy as generally

larly perjury) and what are called

based on a reasonable human

from disclosure to third parties by

"future" crimes (including ongoing

assumption; moreover, it does seem

the lawyer from whom the individual

criminal activity). When the ABA

that some confidentiality principle is

seeks help. Surely no guilty criminal

adopted its present Code of Profes

absolutely necessary for the adver

defendant expects otherwise; and our

sional Responsibility in 1969, these

sary system to work in its present

constitutional right against forced

exceptions were duly set forth in DR

form. Nevertheless, it is crucial to

self-incrimination bolsters this expec

4-101(C)(3) (future crime) and DR

understand that the principle of con

tation. Similarly a client in a civil suit

7-102(B)(l) (fraud). Some concern

fidentiality has never been an abso

expects that his or her confidences

was expressed with the mandatory

lute one. The interesting question is

are to be respected. But note that, in

("shall") language of the fraud excep

whether the time-honored exceptions

both cases, if perjury should occur or

tion in Canon 7, and an amendment

for fraud and future crimes are still

if, in the civil context, the client

to DR 7-102(B)(l) was accepted by

viable or not. My affirmative answer

desires to withhold or destroy docu

the ABA in 1974, which excepts

to this question is based on my

ments called for by a valid discovery

information obtained through privi

understanding of the nature of the

request, the lawyer cannot assist or

leged communication. The vast

professional role of the lawyer.

counsel the client to break the law.

majority of the states, however, did

2

for all other frauds and all other

In my view the lawyer's primary

This admonition not to counsel or

not adopt the 1974 amendment.

allegiance is owed not to his or her

assist the client to break the law

Thus, it is fair to say that at the time

extends to all laws and to all perver

the Kutak Commission began its

client per se, but to the processes and
institutions of the law. Our adversary

work, the historic exceptions were

system is premised on the belief that

cannot be otherwise if the lawyer's

intact, with the sole debate being

justice will result from the clash of

obligations are rooted in the system

whether to make the disclosure of

partisan advocates, so it is natural to

itself—which, I take it, is as nearly

fraud during the course of the law

assume that our primary allegiance is

self-evident as a proposition can be.

yer's representation mandatory or
permissive. Throughout the life of

to the client, not to the legal system

What does this mean? It means at

as a whole. But, surely, the lawyer-

least that the client has no reasonable

the Kutak Commission, the succeed

client relationship takes its meaning

expectation and surely no right to

ing drafts continued to reflect this

from the system and not the other

expect the system to protect him if

historic debate. That is what is so

way round. At issue is often what is

he continues to thwart the rules of

surprising about the New Orleans

called the lawyer's duty as an "offi

that system. It means that society

amendment. Leaving a mandatory

cer of the court" versus the lawyer's

must be able to demand of the law

disclosure provision for perjury intact

duty to the client. This is an unfortu

yer that he or she not be privy to

(Rule 3.3), the House of Delegates

nate conceptualization. In the first

legal or systemic abuses once the cli

abandoned the traditional exceptions

place, this way of thinking suggests a

ent has begun to utilize the services

sions of the legal system as well. It

of one of the key agents within the
system, i.e., the lawyer.
These generalities do not solve con
crete cases, and it would take a much
more detailed and sophisticated argu
ment to convince the skeptic of the
validity of the statements contained
in the preceding paragraph. However,
those statements roughly summarize
my central position.
I see no reason why a client should
be able to use confidentiality as a
weapon against society while simulta-

I

neously breakiirg faith with the larger
system of rules by committing or
planning to commit a crime or by
using the lawyer, witting or unwit
ting, to undermine the processes of
the system itself. Thus, if a,client lies
to his lawyer and obtains the law
yer's signature on a fraudulent securi
ties prospectus, confidentiality should
not be available to this client to seal
the lips of the duped lawyer. This is
pretty much what the rules have
indicated all along, but they have not
always been so interpreted because
the underlying philosophy has never
been consistently, clearly articulated.
The Kutak draft of Rule 1.6 did artic

Professors Peter D, Junger and Robert P. Lawry were invited by In Brief to state their
differing—though not diametrically opposed—views on the confidentiality issue, which, as this
issue goes to press, awaits decision by the ABA House of Delegates. Lawry, a member of the
faculty since 1974, has a B.A. degree in philosophy and regularly teaches Jurisprudence and
Professional Responsibility, among other courses. Junger, who joined the faculty in 1970, says
that he would really like to teach a course in legal ethics—"but for some reason no one has ever
asked me to."

ulate that philosophy. The real fight
was always over whether the lawyer
should be required to disclose or per

mitted to disclose these ongoing or
future abuses. I personally believe
that disclosure should be mandatory,
but I can accept the view represented
in the Kutak final draft that disclo
sure is permitted but not required.
Because of the complexity of these
matters, I can understand the reluc

A Lawyer's Duty:
To the Client?
Or to the System?

tance to mandate disclosure.
My thesis is simply that no one

by Professor Peter D. Junger

Though we may be all for restraints

abuse it. And lawyers are the central

There is, as you know, a book

on competitive behavior by our col
leagues, we do not wish to be forbid

agents likely to be used to cause the

titled Military Justice Is to Justice as

den to engage in activities which are

abuse. Clients should not be able to

Military Music Is to Music. This

likely to be profitable. If we cannot

hide ongoing wrongdoing under the

response to Professor Lawry can

keep our clients' confidences, we are

blanket of confidentiality. The New

properly be considered to be notes

likely to lose business to those who

Orleans amendment allows them to

toward a similar work: Legal Ethics Is

are less ethically sensitive than our

do just that because it forbids the law
yer to disclose information which the

to Ethics as Legal Humor Is to Humor.

selves. So we don't want to be ethi

The problem with most debates

cally forbidden to keep our mouths

final draft would have permitted (not
required) him to disclose. The

about legal ethics, and certainly the

amendment is wrong, and the lan

about the current and proposed rules

cult to understand what the interest

guage of the final draft should be

relating to the confidentiality of client

of the "system" is. For some lawyers

reinstated.

communications, is that the interests

it is probably little more than their

of the true parties in interest are sim

own personal interest writ large. We
don't want the system to look bad-

should be able to use the system to

Since I will not have the pleasure

problem with the ongoing discussions

shut.
On the other hand, it is more diffi

and discomfort of reading Professor

ply ignored. Issues of legal ethics

Junger's response to this short article

and, in particular, issues of confiden

even if it is—because that would

before publication, I trust the lan

tiality are viewed as involving only

have a negative effect on our income

guage of the relevant provision of the

two interests: the interest of the law

and perhaps get us blackballed at the

ABA Code and the Model Rules set

yers, on the one hand, and the inter

better clubs. Others undoubtedly take

forth as an appendix to these words

est of the system—as Professor Lawry

a larger—and I believe more danger

will allow the readers of our respec

calls it—on the other.

ous-view. The system is Society

tive essays to grapple with the prob

The lawyers' interest in ethical

lem as part of a continuing dialogue,

issues is quite easy to see. If one isn't

not between two professors, but

a lawyer.

among all members of the legal
profession.
June 8, 1983

Since we are lawyers, it will aid

itself, or the State itself, or the Law
itself. King James thought that it was
King James. The Nazis thought that it
was National Socialism. The Party—

our understanding if we stop and

when it's in power—thinks that it's

think for a moment, a painful

the Party.

moment, about the codes of ethics of
morticians and real estate salesmen.
The source of our interest in legal
ethics lies close to our pocketbooks.

Almost inevitably the necessities of
those who find themselves involved—
typically against their wills—with
lawyers and the system are ignored

3

truth to that presumption. Or does
the system, to which we are told

sion that lawyers should not have

Professor Lawry.
I cannot believe that the history of

we owe our obligations, rest on a

continuing relations with clients. The

cruel and deliberate lie?
from facts. Certainly the client can

agents d'affaires of businesmen, the
Prokuristen of bodies corporate, the
consiglieri of the mob, the glorified

much bearing on the issue of

not perform this task. We cannot

accountants of the securities bar,

whether a client has the absolute

give counsel on the law without a

should not be allowed to hold them

right to have his lawyer respect his

factual context. If Dr. S's cli

selves out as lawyers with the duties

confidences. On the other hand, the

ents could not tell him that they

and privileges—including that of

greater, and more honorable, history

were Jews, and that they hoped to

silence—which pertain to that austere

of the common lawyer's relation to

continue in that illegal course of

estate. Nor should the lawyers who

the system does seem relevant to the

conduct, it is hard to understand

are engaged in the mystery of our

matter.
It is contended that it is self-evident

how he could have given useful

craft be allowed at the same time to
bear witness to the miracles of fact.

the wording, even the weasel-word
ing, of the ABA's canons of ethics has

that "a lawyer's obligations are

3. It is impossible to separate law

counsel.
There is, of course, a further propo

There is, of course, an historical

rooted in the system itself." And per

sition, one not self-evident, which is

basis for this position, though one

haps it is self-evident. But it isn't
true. Historically our obligations, and

necessary to an acceptance of my

will not come across it in the ethical

position. One has to accept the axiom

prescriptions of the American Bar

our glory, are rooted—vide King James

that one's obligation as a lawyer is to

Association. Our system. Professor

and Lord Coke—in our willingness to

one's client caught up in a game he

Lawry's system, is based upon a sep

oppose the system.
But I shouldn't be so parochial.

never chose; that one's obligation is

aration of the functions of counsel, of

One reason I feel strongly on this

not to the game itself.
And yet I am not in total disagree

barristers, from those of quotidian
advisers.
Just split the bar into two parts:

matter is that I remember Dr.

ment with Professor Lawry. I like nei

S, a civil lawyer, Czech, an old

ther the recommendations of the

man at the time, reminiscing about

Kutak Commission nor the amend

those who have a piece of the

the trouble he got into during his

ments to them. Neither, it seems to

action—and watch the whole issue of

country's occupation, because he

me, show any concern for the neces

client confidences disappear from our

defended those who would pervert

sities of the third-party non-benefi

the system: Jews. It is the lawyer's

ciaries of the system: the clients. So I

deliberations.
In the end, though, I must admit

ethical duty—and here I am not
speaking of legal ethics—in any sys

am halfway in agreement.
And I agree that lawyers should not

tem, not just the Anglo-American

be parties to the wrongdoings of their

Lawry. It is self-evident that those

one, to represent the interests of

clients. But, since I also believe that

who sought the amendments to the

those who are caught between the

lawyers should not be parties to the

rules proposed by the Kutak Commis

millstones of the law. His duty does

rightdoings of their clients, I am still,

sion would far prefer the original to

not run to his own interests. His duty

I fear, only halfway in agreement.

my somewhat draconian position.

does not run to the system. His duty

My ultimate position is one which

those who must remain silent and

that I have failed in my duty to
respond effectively to Professor

And so, since the clients don't count

runs to his clients, to those, be they

will please no one, except perhaps

in this dispute, I have helped to

good men or bad men, who must

the clients, and they, of course, have

make the Kutakian case.

depend upon the lawyer to secure

not been heard from in this

them in the rights and liberties to

discussion.
I would not make it an "ethical"

which they are entitled.
I do not claim that this position is
self-evident.
But it depends on three proposi

reveal, whether at a cocktail party or
in court, any matter told to him by a
client in confidence. And I would not

self-evident as a proposition can be."

allow any evidence obtained by such
a breach of confidence to be used in

least should not be—granted to us

evidence by anyone—except, of

for our own benefit. Whatever be

course, the client—for any purpose.

the good which we serve as law

On the other hand, I would greatly

yers, it is an instrumental good. We

limit the functions which a lawyer

exist, as lawyers, to assist others in

may—as a lawyer—properly perform.

accomplishing their ends. And we

The real problem with confidentiality,

violate our fundamental duty

in most of the cases I have read

whenever we place our own val

about, is that the lawyer's economic

ues—including our moral vanity in

interest led him to participate in, and

being "ethical"—above those whom

profit from, a course of conduct of

we are duty-bound to serve.

questionable legality. It is not the ille

2. It is impossible for anyone—it

gality which troubles me, however.

is certainly impossible in our law-

Persons trained in the law have, it

ridden society—to remain outside

seems to me, just as much, and just

the system. No one can opt out of

as little, right to be crooks as anyone

the game. For this reason, every

else. If they are crooks, or if they are

one, whether he loves the system

parties to a fraud, they should be

or wishes to pervert it, is entitled
to know its rules. They—the cli

subject to the same sanctions as any
one else. But I would make it a

ents, those who are ignored in our

ground for disbarment, and a sepa

ethical discussions—are presumed

rate crime, for one to function both

to know the law. At the least,

as a lawyer and as a party to the
same enterprise, no matter how legal

therefore, they are entitled to the
assistance of those learned in the
law to bring some semblance of

In Professor Lawry's defense, I
should add that I doubt that he will
thank me for my assistance.

matter, but a felony, for a lawyer to

tions which "I take to be as nearly
1. Our monopoly is not—or at

4

propositions lead me to the conclu

in our discussions. I am afraid that
they have also been ignored by

that enterprise may be.
In other words, my self-evident

June 9, 1983

APPENDIX:
Texts for Comparison

criminal charge, civil claim or disci
plinary complaint against the law
yer based upon conduct in which
the client was involved; or
(4j to comply with other law.
Excerpt from Kutak Commission

Excerpts from the current ABA

Excerpt from Kutak Commission

Model Rules of Professional Conduct

Model Code of Professional Responsi

Model Rules of Professional Conduct

(as amended by House of Delegates

bility:

(final draft as presented to House of

in February, 1983)

DR 4-101 Preservation of Confi
dences and Secrets of a
Client
*

*

*

(Cj A lawyer may reveal: ''
♦

♦

♦

(21 Confidences or secreti' when
permitted under Disciplinary
Rules or required by law or
court order.
(3) The intention of his client to
commit a crime and the infor
mation necessary to prevent the
crime.
DR 7-102 Representing a Client
within the Bounds of the
Law
(A} In his representation of a client, a
lawyer shall not:
♦

♦

*

131 Conceal or knowingly fail to
disclose that which he is
required by law to reveal.
(41 Knowingly use perjured testi
mony or false evidence.
(51 Knowingly make a false state
ment of law or fact.
(61 Participate in the creation or
preservation of evidence when
he knows or it is obvious that
the evidence is false.
(71 Counsel or assist his client in
conduct that the lawyer knows
to be illegal or fraudulent.
(8j Knowingly engage in other ille
gal conduct or conduct contrary
to a Disciplinary Rule.
(Bj A lawyer who receives informa
tion clearly establishing
that:
(Ij His client has, in the course of
the representation, perpetrated
a fraud upon a person or tribu
nal shall promptly call upon his
client to rectify the same, and if
his client refuses or is unable to
do so, he shall reveal the fraud
to the affected person or tribu
nal, except when the infor
mation is protected as a
privileged communication,
[bold-faced exception added by
1974 amendment]

Delegates in February, 1983|

RULE 1.6 Confidentiality of Informa
tion
(a] A lawyler shall not reveal infor
mation relating to representation of a
client unless the client consents after
cqpsultation, except for disclosures
that are impliedly authorized in order
to carry out the representation, and
except as stated in paragraph (bj.
(bj A lawyer may reveal such infor
mation to the extent the lawyer
reasonably believes necessary:
(II to prevent the client from
committing a criminal or fraudulent
act that the lawyer reasonably
believes is likely to result in death
or substantial bodily harm, or in
substantial injury to the financial
interests or property of another;
(21 to rectify the consequences of
a client's criminal or fraudulent act
in the furtherance of which the law
yer's services had been used;
(3) to establish a claim or defense
on behalf of the lawyer in a contro
versy between the lawyer and the
client, or to establish a defense to a

RULE 1/6 Confidentiality of Infor
mation
^
(aj A lawyer shall not reveal infor
mation relating to representation of a
client except as stated in paragraph
(bj, unless the client consents after
disclosure.
(bj A lawyer may reveal such infor
mation to the extent the lawyer
believes necessary:
(1 j to prevent the client from
committing a criminal act that the
lawyer believes is likely to result in
imminent death or substantial
bodily harm; or
(2) to establish a claim or defense
on behalf of the lawyer in a contro
versy between the lawyer and the
client, to establish a defense to a
criminal charge or civil claim
against the lawyer based upon con
duct in which the client was
involved, or to respond to the cli
ent's allegations in any legal pro
ceeding concerning the lawyer's pro
fessional conduct for the client.

The plaque on the wall in the part of the library known as the Conscience Area reads:
"Dedicated by Paul W. and Susan H. Walter. The lawyer is the conscience of his community, his
state, his nation and the world." In a letter dated December 24, 1969, to Louis A. Toepfer, then
dean of the Law School, Walter, '32, wrote: "Institutions such as yours play a significant part in
shaping the minds and future character and conduct of the young men and women that you
train. . . . Your teaching will be effective toward a better or a worse world depending on how
deeply inculcated is their spirit of devotion and will to give of themselves beyond the call of duty
in protecting the rights of the individual, a minority, or the unpopular side of a question, and to
reach out to the future and take strong positions when it endangers their own personal safety,
health and financial security. I hope that in some way this contribution can be used to arrange a
place in the Law School building which becomes known as a 'conscience room.'" A bronze
replica of this letter hangs to the left, out of range of the camera.

The David L. Brennan
Chair
Dean Ernest Gellhorn recently
announced a major gift to the Law
School: David L. Brennan, '57, part
ner in the Akron firm of Amer,
Cunningham & Brennan, has made
a substantial first installment of a
commitment to endow a professorial
chair. When the Brennan Professor
ship is fully funded, it will be the
Law School's seventh endowed chair.
In their statements about the Bren
nan gift, Dean Gellhorn and Presi
dent David V. Ragone have expressed
the Law School's and the University’s
appreciation and have emphasized
what such a gift means to the institu
tion. As any dean or president will
tell you, the number of endowed

David L. Brennan, '57, with Dean Ernest Gellhorn.

chairs in a school is one measure of

that Sunday afternoon was Marcus

security it offers the recipient than
in the commitment to scholarship in
his area of study. It gives the recipi
ent a special stamp of recognition
and appreciation, and it makes him
a part of the history of knowledge.
This is a direct commitment to
scholarship—to those, like
Chaucer's Clerke, who "gladly learn
and gladly teach." It is a recogni
tion that teaching and learning are
■ inseparable, and that teacher and
student are the university. Without
them a university is but an aca
demic abstraction.
In a sense, when I entered upon
my new job, I became a new person
with a new name. My new name
was from that moment Henry
Willson Payne Professor of
Anatomy.

Singer, chairman of the Department
of Anatomy in the School of Medi

been given a new name. Singer went

cine and the senior among the Uni

to the University Archives and to

versity's chaired professors. He
became in 1961 the Henry Willson

the public library to learn about his

Payne Professor of Anafomy.

family, early settlers in Cleveland,

academic quality. Faculty salaries
firmly supported by endowment indi
cate an enduring commitment to edu
cational excellence.
Less obvious, perhaps, is the
human significance of the professo
rial chair. What does it mean to the

teacher to hold a named professor
ship? To be "the David L. Brennan
Professor of Law"?
Six years ago, in November, 1977,
the University held a special convo
cation in Amasa Stone Chapel in
honor of its named professorships—
more exactly, in honor of the chaired
professors, of the generous donors,
and of the persons for whom fhe
chairs are named (for in some
instances a donor chooses to honor
another party). The principal speaker

Singer chose to focus on the per

name. He learned about the Payne
leaders through several generations

All of the Law School's six
endowed professorships are recenfly

sonal meaning of that title, and he

in civil, political, and cultural affairs,

delivered a moving and memorable
address. There is no better way to

and about Henry Willson Payne, a
graduate of Yale College and Colum

write about the significance of the

bia Law School, who died at the age

1961, but it was not filled until 1975,

endowed chair, whether in law or

of 33. He also learned about Howard

when Sidney B. Jacoby became the

established. The oldest dates from the
bequest of Carleton C. Hutchins in

medicine or any other field, than to

Melville Hanna, who gave the chair

John C. Hutchins Professor. A year

quote from Professor Singer.
Singer began by describing his

in memory of Henry Willson Payne,

later Jacoby retired, and Lewis P.

his childhood friend, and about other

Katz succeeded him as Hutchins Pro

feelings when the official letter of

philanthropic members of the Hanna

fessor. All fhe other named professors

appointmenf first informed him that

family. And he learned about the

are the first in their lines. They can

his new position at Case Western

teacher-scholars who before him had

not look back, as Professor Singer

Reserve carried a name.

held the name: Carl August Hamann,

can, to earlier generations, but they

Thomas Wingate Todd, Norman
Louis Hoerr—each in turn the Henry

can look forward and imagine suc
ceeding generations who will remem

I was very pleased. This had spe
cial meaning for me as for all acad
emicians. At Cornell and earlier at
Harvard I had learned that such a
title is a mark of esteem—an esteem
that is more than status or financial
reward. The esteem is less in the
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Like so many professors who have

after me there will be other genera
tions of Henry Willson Payne Pro
fessors of Anatomy—on and on.
Hanna's gift in memory of his
friend was an enduring gift. It will
last the lifetime of the University,
requiring only the devoted care of
the Board of Trustees in its man
agement and of the scholar in its
expression.
And this is what Howard Melville
Hanna envisioned—an enduring edi
fice that would forever express the
qualities that distinguish man. This
is the most permanent edifice of the
university. It goes back to the early
centuries, when scholars were
directly supported by individual
patrons. It exists in perpetuity,
because it has no roof to leak, no
corridors to be retiled or recarpeted,
no wiring to be brought up to code,
no walls to be—eventually—bull
dozed. This is an enduring monu
ment to the essence of the university
and to the individual men and
women who gladly teach and learn.

Willson Payne Professor of Anatomy.

ber them as the original patriarchs.

And now I, Marcus Singer,
studying the nervous system—I am
the fourth generation in the Henry
Willson Payne Professorship. But

All six are committed teachers and
prolific scholars. They are pictured
on the pages following.
-K.E.T.

The Law School's Named Professors
Ernest Gellhorn came to the Law
School in 1982 as dean and Roush
Professor. He is a member of the
American Law Institute, nationally
known as a legal educator and as a
scholar in antitrust and administra
tive law (the two courses that he
taught during the past academic
year).

,

Among his major publications are a
casebook, The Administrative Process,
written with Professors Bruff and
Flbbinson, and two significant articles
published in the Harvard Law Review,
"Adverse Publicity by Administrative
Agencies" (1973) and, with Bruff,
"Congressional Control of Adminis
trative Regulation: A Study of Legisla
tive Vetoes" (1977).
An article recently published in the

Ernest Gellhorn
B.A., L.L.B. (Minnesota!
Dean and Galen J. Roush
Professor of Law

Tennessee Law Review is abstracted in
this issue of In Brief, page 43. Despite
his teaching and administrative duties
during the past year, Gellhorn
remains an active scholar. He is
author or co-author of three other
articles Just published or forthcoming

Of the Law School's six endowed
chairs, the Galen J. Roush Professorship
in Transportation Law is the latest to be
filled jin 1982j. It was a gift of the
Roush Foundation and the Roush family
through the good offices of Lisle Buck
ingham, '19, their friend and attorney.
Mrs. Roush was a member of the Uni
versity's Board of Trustees at the time
the fund was established; she died in
1979.
Galen J. Roush, 1892-1976, graduated
from the Law School in 1922. After
practicing law in Cleveland and in Flor
ida, he joined his brother in founding
the company that became Roadway
Express, Inc. Carroll Roush sold his
interest in 1956, but Galen Roush
stayed with the company until 1974,
when he stepped down from the chair
manship. During his lifetime Hiram
College, his undergraduate school, and
the Akron YMCA (he was a fitness
enthusiast! benefited from his generosity,
as did the Law School At his death half
of his considerable estate went to the
Roush Foundation.

in the Cornell Law Review, the Journal
of Legal Education, and the Duke Law
Journal.

Professor Shanker, whose field is
commercial law and bankruptcy, has
been Kapp Professor since 1975 and a
member of the faculty since 1961. In
1972 he served as acting dean. A
member of the American Law Insti
tute and the National Bankruptcy
Conference, he served on the
Supreme Court Advisory Committee
on Bankruptcy Rules. Named by the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals as an
eligible special master for railroad
reorganization under the Bankruptcy
Act, he served in the Erie Lack
awanna reorganization.
Two recent publications, the latest
in a long list, are abstracted in this
issue of In Brief (page 42).Shanker
intends to concentrate his attention
for a time on the Bankruptcy Code of

Morris Gerald
Shanker

1978—partly, he says, "just to keep
up for teaching purposes." The field
is in such ferment, developing so rap
idly, that Shanker must revise the

B.S.E.E. (Purdue)
M.B.A., J.D. (Michigan)

course in bankruptcy every time he
teaches it. His study of the Bank

John Homer Kapp
Professor of Law

new scholarly writings: "We are dis

ruptcy Code will doubtless result in

John Homer Kapp, born in 1892, took
his A.B. degree at Ohio Wesleyan Uni
versity. During his years as a law stu
dent he was also a science teacher and
athletics instructor at University School.
He graduated from the Law School in
1920 and began practice with the Cleve
land firm known later as Griswold,
Kapp & Johnson. He died in 1953. A
bequest from his widow, who lived until
1975, established an endowment fund in
the names ofJohn H. and Florence C.
Kapp to support the John Homer Kapp
Professorship.
David K. Ford, '21, remembers
Homer Kapp as "a short, stocky man"
and a "tough contender," a "strong,
intense person in his approach to legal
questions. He had that peculiar and
useful virtue of convincing his hearers
that he had the right answer to each
current problem." Ford recalls that
Kapp quickly became a partner in the
firm he joined, and his career advanced
more rapidly than most, perhaps
because he was older than his class
mates.

covering a lot of problems with the
new rules," says Shanker, "and I'm
going to work on some of the areas
that I think are most troublesome."
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Professor Austin has been at the
Law School since 1968, except for a

the American Bar Association and

year (1970-71) on leave of absence

well as lawyers. Since completing the

with the Antitrust Division of the

manuscript Austin has traveled to

U.S. Department of Justice. He was

New Mexico as consultant for the

appointed Hahn Professor in 1978.

plaintiff in a major antitrust action
that recently ended in a mistrial, and

His Antitrust: Law, Economics, Policy
is a major teaching reference; his arti

certain to be of interest to laymen as

he is working on some articles based

cles (numbering more than 30 and

on his survey of that jury. He hopes

published in leading law journals) are

before long to get back to more theo

frequently cited by judges and by

retical work; he has in mind an

other scholars.

article on natural monopoly.

Austin has just completed a major
project that began by accident when
a student offered him a ride down
town to hear the opening statements
in City of Cleveland v. Clevelancf Elec

tric Illuminating Company. Realizing
that "it would have taken an antitrust
expert to understand what the law

Arthur Donald
Austin II
B.S. (Virginia!
LL.B. (Tulanej
Edgar A. Hahn Professor
of Jurisprudence

yers were talking about," Austin
decided to use the case "as a vehicle
to study the problem of jury compre
hension." As matters turned out, he
was blessed with a hung jury and the
opportunity to survey a second jury,
which held for the defendant while
the first had voted 5-1 for the
plaintiff.
From the project a book resulted:

Complex Litigation Confronts the Jury
System, to be published this fall by

When Professor Katz succeeded
Sidney Jacoby as Hutchins Professor
in 1976, he had been at the Law
School for 10 years. In 1972 he
became co-director, with Daniel
Clancy, of the Center for Criminal
Justice.
Katz's published books include a
standard text. The Justice Imperative,
and two practice manuals, Ohio Rules

of Criminal Procedure and Ohio Crimi
nal Law, the latter with Oliver
Schroeder. A grant from the U.S.
Department of Justice to study pre
trial delay in felony cases led to a
monograph, published by the
National Institute of Law Enforce
ment, and a book. Justice Is the

Crime, published by the press of Case
Western Reserve University, and to a
later contract to create demonstration

Lewis Robert Katz
A.B. (Queens)
J.D. (Indiana)
John C. Hutchins
Professor of Law

projects based upon that report.
Continuously at work on Fourth
Amendment issues, Katz recently
published an article, "Evolving Stan
dards of Warrantless Searches," in
the Journal of Criminal Law and Crimi

nology and has a book due from
Banks-Baldwin early in 1984 on the
law of arrest, search, and seizure in
Ohio. His chapter on speedy trial
appears in the new Encyclopedia of

Crime and Justice, and he has begun a
long-term study of sentencing and
punishment.
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Edgar A. Hahn graduated from the
Law School in 1903. In 1969 the school
awarded him the honorary LL.D.
As a young lawyer Hahn joined New
ton D. Baker and others in the struggle
to pass the home rule amendment to the
Ohio constitution. In 1920 he helped to
found the law firm of Hahn, Loeser,
Freedheim, Dean & Wellman. All his
life (he died in 1970j he was a leader in
Cleveland cultural organizations—the
Cleveland Museum of Art, the Musical
Arts Association, and the Northern
Ohio Opera Foundation.
He was president of the Louis D.
Beaumont Foundation. It was a gift
from the foundation that endowed the
Hahn Chair in 1977.

In 1961 Carleton C. Hutchins died,
leaving the Law School a trust fund in
honor of his father, John C. Hutchins,
who had been a prominent Cleveland
lawyer and jurist: he was a county pros
ecutor, a municipal court and common
pleas judge, and a member of the school
and library boards. He also served as
Cleveland postmaster, appointed by
President Grover Cleveland.
In his history of the Law School C. H.
Cramer details the importance of the
Hutchins bequest. The total was more
than double the school's endowment at
that time, and the annual income was
about one fifth of the school's annual
budget. Cramer credits the Hutchins
bequest with beginning the school's
ascent toward the first rank.
Though the Hutchins Professorship
was established in 1961 and the Board
of Trustees immediately authorized the
appointment of a committee to search
for appropriate candidates, the decision
was made in 1962 to postpone that
search. It was not until 1975 that the
chair was filled.

Professor McElhaney has been Hos
tetler Professor since 1976; he was
Visiting Hostetler Professor in the
previous year,
McElhaney is the author of Effective
Litigation: Trials, Problems and Materi
als, a text that he wrote in 1974 and
is now revising. He is executive edi
tor (and will soon become editor in
chief) of the ABA's Litigation journal,
to which he regularly contributes an
article on basic trial skills featured in
the Trial Notebook section. {Trial
Notebook, a collection of all his arti
cles, was pijiblished by the ABA in
1981. He is currently working on a
series of videotapes based on the

The Joseph C. Hostetler Chair was
given by Hazel P. Hostetler in memory
of her husband. An earlier gift from
Mrs. Hostetler provided for the Law
School's moot court room.
Joseph C. Hostetler, 1885-1958, grad
uated from the Law School in 1908. He
worked in the Cleveland city govern
ment with Newton D. Baker, and in
1916 he and Baker, along with Thomas
Sidlo, founded the law firm now known
as Baker & Hostetler.
■ ■
Hostetler was 'president of the Bar
Association of Greater Cleveland in
1947. He was one of the city's best
known trial lawyers; the professorship
in trial advocacy is a fitting memorial.

Trial Notebook.)
“Noted as a teacher both within the
Law School and farther afield,
McElhaney has been a mainstay of

James Willson
McElhaney
A.B., LL.B. (Duke)
Joseph C. Hostetler
Professor of Trial Practice
and Advocacy

the National Institute for Trial Advo
cacy. He is a frequent presenter of
lectures and seminars and has trav
eled to several cities recently with a
workshop titled "The Keys to Trial
Advocacy."
As this issue goes to press, McElha
ney is scheduled to present the open
ing address August 1 for the Annual
Meeting of the ABA's Litigation Sec
tion in Atlanta.

Professor Schroeder joined the law
faculty in 1948, became director of
the Law-Medicine Center in 1953,
served as acting dean of administra
tive affairs from 1961 to 1966, and
was named Weatherhead Professor in
1978. He recently was honored as an
alumnus by Western Reserve College,
which gave him the Newton D.
Baker Award for 1983.
His special field is the forensic sci
ences and that area where law and
medicine interconnect; he offers
courses in the schools of dentistry
and medicine as well as the School of
Law. Surprisingly, he also teaches Sea
and Space Law—"a hobby," he
explains.

Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr.
A.B. (Western Reserve)
J.D. (Harvard)
Albert J. Weatherhead III
and Richard W.
Weatherhead Professor of
Law and Criminal Justice

Schroeder's books include Criminal
Investigation and Interrogation and Vol
ume I of Ohio Criminal Law; his most
recent is Dental Jurisprudence. He has
a chapter ("Court Appointment of
Experts") in Forensic Science 1983,
just coming off the press.
Schroeder hopes soon to spend a
sabbatical semester traveling around
the world to visit his international
colleagues, many of whom he has
never met in person, and to return
from his travels with plenty of mate
rial for future writings.

The chair established in 1973 as the
Weatherhead Professorship in Criminal
Law became in 1978 the Albert J.
Weatherhead III and Richard W.
Weatherhead Professorship of Law and
Criminal Justice. It was a gift from the
Weatherhead Foundation, which also
endowed the Dorothy Jones Weather
head Professorship in the School of
Medicine and which in 1980 made a
challenge grant of S3 million to what is
now the Weatherhead School of
Management.
The chair is named for two sons of
Albert J. Weatherhead, Jr, an industrial
pioneer whose efforts made the
Weatherhead Company of Cleveland a
leading producer of hydraulic equipment
for automotive, aviation, and industrial
uses. Albert Weatherhead III graduated
from Harvard University in 1950 and
joined the family business in 1956 after
gaining experience in other companies.
He is now president of the Weatherchem Corporation and a trustee of Case
Western Reserve University. Richard
Weatherhead is president of the
Weatherhead Foundation in New York.
He, too, graduated from Harvard
(1956j, and he then took a Ph.D. at
Columbia University in history. From
1960 to 1970 he taught Latin American
history and Spanish language and litera
ture at Columbia and sociology at
Rutgers University. He continues to be
active in scholarship as well as
philanthropy.
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keting mix in the last few years has
proved to be a good one. Although
the group sells to original equipment
manufacturers like Ford, GM, and
Chrysler, in the last few years it has
done more selling in the aftermarket,
an area that has held steady even
while new car sales have plummeted.
With people no longer buying new
cars, their dollars have gone into fix
ing up the cars they already have.
Brennan sees the group's lack of
diversity as a strength. "We do this
on purpose," he says. "We weren't
interested in picking up something
that didn't serve the markets we
serve or use the products we make."
Then the ready joke: "It's taken me
eight years to know what little I
know now. I don't want to appear
to know less."
A few product lines do seem to
stray from the formula. Spartanburg
Steel Products, Inc., in South Caro
lina, just shipped $8 million worth of
beer barrels to an Australian brewery.
However, the link is there. "We're in
what I call metal bending, any kind
of metal bending, forming, drawing,
shaping, stamping, welding," says
Brennan, explaining how beer barrels
and truck axles relate.
Truck axles have come in handy for
the group in its international deal
ings. With $20 million of its $150
million a result of international sales,
the recent tremors in international
banking have been felt by the Brenlin
Group too. "In Mexico they can't pay
us in dollars and we don't want
pesos, so we're trading them axles for
wheels," says Brennan.
Brennan practiced law for almost
20 years before he got into the
Brenlin Group venture. An account
ant whose undergraduate years at

A Profile

Kent State and Ohio State University
were spent studying economics,

David L. Brennan
by Patricia D. Smith
Born and raised in Akron, Ohio,

numbers may have been there from
the beginning, but he attributes the

would be impressed. Yet the odds

sharpening of his legal talents to the

would seem to go against them. In

Western Reserve University School of
Law.

David L. Brennan of the Class of '57

the midst of a recession that has hit

is a big man with a relaxed manner.

the automotive industry hard, the

Laughter and jokes punctuate his

group has maintained an outstanding

school was purely pragmatic. "I

conversation. But there is more—a
sense of power. Here is a man who

sales record. How is this possible?

couldn't afford anywhere else."

rescued a heavy metal stamping man

economic downturn to its advantage.

ufacturer from a bankrupt owner and

"We've been able to make the acqui

school at Akron University, but that

eight years later is chairman and

sitions that we have because the sell

had a major drawback—"I kept fall

chief executive officer of the Brenlin

ers are in great distress. Then we've

ing asleep during class."

Group, an Akron-based holding com

been lucky enough [again the modest

pany with $150 million in sales and

disclaimer] to do some things to

still recalls his classes in taxation

For starters, the group has used the

His main reason for choosing the

There was another reason. An Akron
resident, he had tried the night law

He woke up quickly at Reserve. He

1,500 employees. Brennan downplays

change their operations." Also, the

with Maurice Culp, wills and trusts

his success by remarking, "I'd rather

Brenlin Group buys smart—the

with Robert Cook, the fine scholar

be lucky than good and I think I

companies it went after were all

ship of Edgar King, and contracts

have been." However, his wife's com

making a profit at the time, "just not

with Robert Bensing.

ments probably come closer to the

enough to satisfy the sellers,"

mark: "Numbers talk to him. He

laughs Brennan.

looks at a balance sheet and it makes
beautiful music."
Brennan may be hearing the music,
but anyone who looked at the bal
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ance sheets of the Brenlin Group

Brennan still advises clients in con
tracts and tax. His fascination for

Were the takeovers friendly?

Brennan gives Bensing the credit
for keeping him in school. His wife
says with a laugh that it was because

"Every one. They were all privately

Bensing gave him an A. Brennan

negotiated purchases."

smiles in agreement, then, suddenly

Then too, the Brenlin Group's mar

quite serious, remarks, "I didn't have

the money to stay and he worked

Hamlin. Started by Hamlin's father in

hard to get me a grant-in-aid. I've

1932, it was sold after his death.

never forgotten that. I wouldn't be

When the buyer was about to go

where I am today if it weren't for the

broke in 1975, Hamlin had an idea.

Law School. I owe them and Bob

He called Brennan, and the two

Bensing a great deal."

decided to buy the plant; thus the

After school he practiced alone for
six years and then joined Amer &

name Brenlin.
Brennan's career path may have

Cunningham, a law firm started by

influenced more than one member of

his wife's father. Today the 16-mem

the Brennan household. His wife,

ber firm of Amer, Cunningham &

Ann, recently graduated from the

Brennan is involved in litigation and

University of Akron Law School and

corporate and tax work. Although the

is now with Amer, Cunningham &

firm represents the Brenlin Group,

Brennan, and their son is considering

the group accounts for less than 10
percent of the firm's total ■billing.

a joint degree in business and law.
Their daugliters are the free spirits so

Brennan still has some clients he

far. One just graduated from Ohio

has seen for years. He calls them

State Univerity after majoring in pho

"friends."

tography and psychology, and another

’

Friends are important to him. One

is heading into her senior year at

got him started in the direction that

Northwestern as a history major.

led to the Brenlin Group. The bank

Their oldest daughter is married and

rupt metal stamping plant was origi

lives in California.

nally owned by the family of Richard

Journal of International Law
Editorial Board
The Case Western Reserve Journal of
International Law has announced its
editorial board for this academic year.

Other members of the editorial
board are listed below.

Managing Editor

Editor-in-chief is Margaret L. Mont

Scott D. Porter

gomery, '84, of Newburgh, New York.

Articles Editors

Montgomery majored in international

William Jack Meola

relations at Colgate University, from

Daniel Shepherdson

which she graduated in 1974. She

Research Editors

also holds the M.A.T. (French/educa

Jonathan FitzGerald

tion) from Colgate, and she is an

Jill Cantleberry

accomplished pianist. Before her

Notes Editor

entry into law school she held jobs as

Patricia Mayne

a French teacher, as a leader of bicy
cle/camping trips in various coun

Topics Development and Solicitations
Editor

tries, as director of health and social

Stephen Marshall

welfare programs for the National

Canada-U.S. Editor

Congress of American Indians, and as

Gregory J. De Gulis

vice president of SENSE, Inc., a

Editors

resource development consulting

Susan Cardillo

firm, which she founded, represent

Alfred R. Cowger, Jr.

ing client interests in Washington.

Deborah M. DeMarinis
Andrew Markley
Ami Lyn Molberger
Arthur Edmund Phelps, Jr.
James Shorris
Douglas Van Dyk.

Senior Associate Editor
Terry Stallings
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Is Laughter in the First Year a Tort?
by Professor Roger I. Abrams

This year the Torts Department
(Professor David Sobelsohn and

You undoubtedly recall the tale of

myself) invited first-year students to

poor Mrs. Palsgraf, struck once by

participate in the First Annual Pals

that dastardly scale on the platform

graf Memo Contest. The charge:

of the Long Island Railroad and

write an assignment memorandum as

struck once again by the pen of Jus

if you were a partner in the firm

tice Cardozo. Her story—no, her leg

which represented one of the partici

end-lives on in first-year Torts. Car

pants in the Palsgraf scenario. But
here was the rub. Students were to

dozo sets forth the facts as follows:

Plaintiff was standing on a platform
of defendant’s railroad after buying a
ticket to go to Rockaway Beach. A
train stopped at the station, bound for
another place. Two men ran forward
to catch it. One of the men reached
the platform of the car without mis
hap, though the train was already
moving. The other man, carrying a
package, jumped aboard the car, but
seemed unsteady as if about to fall. A
guard on the car, who had held the
door open, reached forward to help
him in, and another guard on the
platform pushed him from behind. In
this act the package was dislodged,
and fell upon the rails. It was a pack
age of small size, about fifteen inches
long, and was covered by a newspa
per. In fact it contained fireworks, but
there was nothing in its appearance to
give notice of its contents. The fire
works when they fell exploded. The
shock of the explosion threw down
some scales at the other end of the
platform, many feet away. The scales
struck the plaintiff causing injuries
for which she sues.
Cardozo concluded that the railroad
owed Mrs. R no duty since "the eye
of ordinary vigilance" would compre
hend no apparent danger to the
plaintiff.

select someone whose style was
unique, peculiar, or subject to parody,
then prepare the memo as if that per
son had written it. We supplied a
number of samples, adopted from
drafts written by associates at
Reuben & Proctor, the Chicago law
firm that developed this silly idea last
summer as its "Partner for a Day
Tournament." Here's one:
TO:

FROM:
DATE:
RE:

All Members of the Law
School Community
Rodney Dangerfield
March 14, 1983
The First Annual Palsgraf
Memo Contest

We got a new client the other day and
the case looks tough. But I can handle
it. I grew up in a tough neighborhood.
Heck, my neighbornood was so tough
the corner restaurant served broken leg
of lamb. Speaking of broken legs, our
client, Mrs. Palsgraf has one. She said
she was attacked by a scale. She's so
fat, I can believe it. Boy is she fat, why
just the other day she got on a scale and
a card came out which read, "Hey, one
at a time." Ooh is she fat. She's so fat
medical schools use her to demonstrate
how far human skin can stretch. Heck,
ivory poachers still trail her. And she's

ugly too. She went to the top of the
Empire State Building, planes started to
attack her. Why, when you look up the
word "ugly" in the dictionary, it shows
her picture. Hey, I know I'm no bargain
either. Are you kidding, my mother got
morning sickness after I was born. But
I got two beautiful children—thank God
my wife cheats on me. I should have
known it right away though. On our
wedding night my wife told me she's
going to slip into something more com
fortable; one hour later I realized she
slipped into this guy's suite down the
hall
This Mrs. Palsgraf was injured on a
subway train platform. Boy, those sub
ways can be dangerous. I was beaten on
the subway once. Boy, I tell you, I don't
get any respect. These punks from a
tenement house were running through
the cars molesting passengers. I knew
they were from a tenement house
because they were dribbling a social
worker. They stopped right in front of
me, but it was partially my fault. I had
just come from a seafood restaurant and
was still wearing the lobster bib. Oh, it
was awful Why, to this day I still can't
stand the sight of melted butter.
Well, I want you to see what courses
of action Mrs. Palsgraf may have. Don't
forget loss of consortium. Heck, if my
wife was ever injured, 20 guys would
want to recover for loss of consortium. I
tell you, I've had it with my wife. Not
lately, though. Why she cut me down to
once a month. That's O.K., I know two
guys she cut out completely.
Hey, why am I sweating. This is your
assignment. I've already made partner.
The students responded with
appropriate whimsy and nonsense,
fully in keeping with the design of
the project. A blue ribbon panel of
Professors Jaros, Lawry Sobelsohn,
and Abrams spent literally minutes
reviewing the entries.
Mother Goose [Bill Lockard] sub
mitted a set of verses that included
such immortal lines as "Hickory
dickory dale/The shock waves rocked
a scale" and "Helen be nimble,
Helen don't fail/Helen watch out for
the falling scale!" Less action-ori
ented, a philosophical William Shake
speare [Debra McCarthy] opened
with "To sue or not to sue, that is the
question." Moon Unit Zappa [Laura
Hong], from somewhere out in the
Valley, contributed: "Like we have
this totally tubular case ya know.
Like this conductor, was makin' like
a real dude ya know, and like, uh,
was helpin' these like totally aqua
velva geeks onto the train ya
know . . ."
A somewhat less "tubular" contem
porary was finally declared the win-

ner of the contest. Mr. Rooney's
memorandum is reprinted below.

TO:

The Case Western Reserve
Law School Community

FROM:

Andy Rooney [Bob Campo]

RE:

The First Annual Palsgraf
Memo Contest

Do you ever wonder what is in all
those packages that people carry on the
street? Old ladie? carry things in purses
and shopping bags; I guess it makes it
easier for them to carry. But what are
they carrying? Usually they hold on to
items so tight that you wonder if they
were carrying gold out of Fort Knox.
When men carry packages they usually
don't wrap them. Women buy the fancy
paper that comes in rolls from depart
ment stores. If men wrap anything at
all, they usually just take newspaper
and fold it all wrong. Why do people
cover packages? I'd like to know what's
in them. Is it something for the house, a
gift for a friend, or something more
embarrassing? If it's in a box that's long
and narrow, I know it's probably a tie.
If it is in a small box held by a busi
nessman, it's probably a ring or some
thing for some lucky girl If they wrap
something up which is not identifiable
by its size, I wish they would label it so
we all can know what it is. Not that
I'm ever nosy, mind you. Especially
these days because you never know
what could be in packages; if they can
put a microchip with all the information
for landing a nuclear warhead on a spe
cific target through the eye of a needle,
lord only knows what could be in a big
ger object.
There's only one thing that bothers
me more than covered packages which
aren't labeled and are poorly wrapped
and that is WAITING IN TRAIN STA
TIONS. Have you ever seen how cold
everybody is in train stations? No one
smiles. If you take the chance and smile
at anyone, they'll think that there's
something wrong with you. Everyone
tries to look so busy reading the New
York Times or the Wall Street Journal.
Do you ever wonder why people act this
way? I always wonder why the trains
take so darn long to come. Now in this
Palsgraf case, where the train finally
comes, people start heading for the train
doors to open—you know, like the great
Pamplona human race against the bulls.
The transit guards hold the door open,
but they never give you enough time.
You would think that if you had to wait
45 minutes for the train, the train could
at least wait more than 30 seconds for
you. Well, one man from the platform
won the race and jumped onto the train,
and the second man was more like me
and never majored in track-and-field in
college. He stumbled with his package—
you know, that one-type-special-package
we all wonder about.
Besides the track-star and the man
with the package there are two more

objects on the platform. One is Mrs.
Palsgraf and the other is a scale. You
know how some scales are little bath
room scales and some are grocery store
scales to weigh vegetables and some are
the old-fashioned big clumsy type. Well,
this scale was the 1928 good-solid-oldfashioned-train-station type.
Well, when this man stumbled with
his package, two transit guards helped
him through the doors but they
neglected his package. I often wonder
whether the conductor ever looks before
he closes the doors. Sometimes I think
the conductpr is playing a game where
he makes everyone run. Anyway, this
covered package had the old-fashioned
fireworks in it. You remember those
koman Candles. I often wondered if
there was any gun powder or dynamite
in them. Well, the package fell and
exploded, shaking the entire station and
knocking over the scale clear across the
platform where it then fell on Mrs.
Palsgraf
Mrs. Palsgraf wasn't going anywhere
important anyway. She just was going to
Rockaway Beach, wherever that is. I
often wonder why people go to beaches
and get all that sand on their feet. I
never get it out of my shoes. Maybe get
ting hit by the scale wasn't all bad.
Well, the issues here are (1) what is
the risk that those pushy transit guards
could have perceived and was it reason
able for them to guess that fireworks
were in the poorly wrapped package?
(2j should Americans have to wait so
long for trains and get the doors closed
in their faces? (3) why do people wrap
packages when they have explosives in
them? (4j should Americans take a
lower cholesterol diet so they can run
faster to jump on trains? [51 should
train stations leave big heavy scales that
could fall over? (6j why do people go to
Rockaway Beach just to get sand on
their feet?
It really makes you wonder.

The first year of law school can be
a difficult experience. Students are
confronted with a complex body of
principles, a special language, and a
new form of pedagogue. Inherent in
this educational process is the risk
that, while learning to think "like a
lawyer," students may lose their crea
tive inspiration and sense of whimsy.
The Palsgraf Memo Contest was a
deliberate effort to preserve, protect,
and defencKthose human qualities
that make a complete lawyer.

)

Robert A. Campo, '85, is the winner of the
First Annual Palsgraf Memo Contest. A resi
dent of suburban Buffalo, New York, Campo
graduated from Johns Hopkins University in
December, 1981, with a B.A. in natural sci
ences. He worked in New York at the Inter
national House of Columbia University
before enrolling in the Law School last fall.
Campo was given the Eye of Vigilance
Award (an impressive certificate designed and
executed by Professor Abrams) at a suitably
foolish ceremony held at the beginning of
Tbrts class. A naturally modest young man,
he has managed not to allow this success to
go to his head.
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Old Law Building Reopens
as Health Service

Victor DeMarco, Joseph Ranallo, and Professor Oliver Schroeder tour the basement. Student
lockers used to conceal the arches.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to

the window to enter the room. The

preserve the leaded glass windows

result is bright, pleasant rooms—and

The building that housed the Law

that graced the entrance. All of the

no damage to the building's classic

School for 75 years has become a
medical facility. Since the Law School

windows were replaced by energy-

exterior. The central staircase is gone,

efficient windows of the same size as

but the skylight in the second-floor

moved to its beautiful new home,

the originals.

by Professor Wilbur C. Leatherberry, '68

Gund Hall, in 1971, the building on

That required some ingenious

ceiling over the balcony remains. The
balcony looks much different, but

Adelbert Road has been used only for

accommodation inside. The dropped

one may still look down from it to

storage. The original structure was
cleaned by sandblasting in 1975,
thanks to gifts by law alumni. The

ceilings could have cut the windows

the first-floor entrance. The first-floor

University had decided to preserve
the building, but had not determined
how it would be used.
The existing student health facili
ties were inadequate and were split
between two buildings, one on the
north campus and one on the south
campus. The cost of a single new
building was prohibitive, but the for
mer law school building was avail
able for renovation and seemed to be
about the right size.
The members of the Class of 1933
who returned this year for their 50year reunion toured the building on
May 19. Professor Oliver Schroeder
and I, along with Dr. William B.
Newberry, Jr., director of the Univer
sity Health Service, described the
changes that had been made.
The building has been completely
renovated. The 1948 Finfrock addi
tion containing the moot court room
and part of the library was demo
lished, as was the 1914 Dunmore
addition, which contained Room 105
and other library space. The main
building was preserved and its exte
rior appearance faithfully restored.
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in half. Instead, there is an opening

lobby area is now a waiting room

in the ceiling around each window,

with a long, high reception desk fac

allowing light from the full height of

ing the now-enclosed and no-longer-

winding stairway to the second floor.
Around the perimeter of the first
floor are several examining rooms.
The second floor is the infirmary,
with a capacity to house up to eight
inpatients. Professor Schroeder's for
mer office is a comfortable double
room. The basement, once jammed
with lockers and law students, now
houses examining rooms for medical
specialists and a meeting room. The
removal of the lockers (which had
stood against the original brick wall
on one side of the meeting room]
revealed two recessed spaces topped
by arches, perhaps formerxloorways.
Those have become very attractive
bookcases.
If you tour the building—and Dr.
Newberry invites you to do that—you
will recognize little on the inside. You
will sense, however, that the building

Clark Morrow, Edwin Northrup, Joseph Ranallo, and Robert Moss study the class picture in an
old yearbook. The photo was taken from behind the health service's reception counter, looking
toward the building's entrance.

is being put to good use and that the
current occupants appreciate its qual
ity and its history. Newberry says
that he considers himself the new
custodian of a valuable university
asset.
Although the building is now a
medical rather than a law building,
the quotation on the frieze under the
cornice remains. That quotation was
described by the law school's histo
rian, C. H. Cramer, as a "magnilo
quent legend.” It reads as follows:

The absolute justice of the State,
enlightened by the perfect reason of the
State, that is law. The law is the last
result of human wisdom acting upon
human experience for the benefit of the
public.
The two sentences convey very dif
ferent meanings and, as one would
suppose, were written by different
people. The first sentence quotes
Rufus Choate, a lawyer-statesman
who was a contemporary and close
friend of Daniel Webster. The second
sentence is from Samuel Johnson's
book Miscellanies.
These two thought-provoking, per

Dean Ernest Gellhorn with Aaron Caghan and Jane Berg Slavin. Slavin, who lives now in
California, was the only woman in the Class of 1933.

haps contradictory views of law are
hardly appropriate for a medical
building but will serve as a perma
nent reminder of the building's heri
tage—and that of the Law School.

Editor's Note: The old Law School
building will be open to visitors on Sat
urday, September 24, from 10 to 11:30
a.m. as part of the Law Alumni
Weekend.

John and Vera Jennings came from New York for the 50-year reunion. With them (rightj is
Helen (Mrs. Joseph) Ranallo.
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Commencement Day
Old Grads and New Grads

On Friday, May 20, the Law School
and its 224 graduating students were
blessed with a perfect spring day. A
Dixieland band led the academic pro
cession down East Boulevard, and
the medievally garbed scholars
entered Severance Hall to the tune of
"When the Saints Go Marching In."
Youth and age met that day at the
Law School. The Class of 1933,
which had its 50-year reunion the
preceding evening, joined the Barris
ters' Golden Circle at breakfast in the
library before the commencement
exercises. A member of the 50-year
class, Robert D. Moss of Akron,
brought greetings to the Class of 1983
and announced the class gift—
$15,000 as of that date and still grow
ing. Of the total, $10,000 was a gift
by E. Clark Morrow to the school's
endowment. (See Class Notes, page
44, for more on the reunion.)
The principal speaker at the cere
mony was Irving Younger, one of the
nation's leading trial lawyers, known
also as a master teacher. His address
"In Praise of Simplicity" was a model
of the clarity, wit, and simple ele
gance that Younger proposed as the
ideal of thought and expression.
Honors and awards are listed
below.

The Order of the Coif. Selected from

the top 10 percent, scholastically, of the
year's graduates.

Paula Taylor and Deneice Jordan-Walker,
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Stacy Dawn Ballin
Howard Scott Beder
Deborah Janco Brown
Kenneth Scott Cline
George Sabato Crisci
Robin Ann Driskel
Jay Alan Goldblatt
Margaret Jean Grover
Daniel Joseph Hughes
Kevin Michael Keyes
Mari Henry Leigh
Gabriel Michael Licastro
Irene Marie MacDougall
Paul Frederick Marks
Suzanne Houser Nathanson
Clayton Holm Paterson
Barbara A. Rutigliano
Paul Joseph Singerman
George Sawyer Springsteen
Jacquie F. Talbott
Sharyn Adele Tepper
Diane Grace Vulich
Joseph Charles Weinstein

Student of the Year Award. Tb the sen

"Cum Studiis turn Moribus Principes."
The Society of Benchers Award to a sen
ior for eminence both in academic work
and in character.

ior who best exemplifies outstanding
scholarship and excellence in extracur
ricular activities.

Martin Luther King Award. To the stu
dent who follows by character and con
duct the spirit of the Reverend Martin
Luther King, Jr.

Kathryn Lynn Mercer, shown with

Mary Anne Mullen Fox, with her

John James McConnell, Jr.

her husband, Guy Mercer, M.B.A.

husband, Ed (who received his M.D.
degree a few days laterj.

Art Brahman.

Bill Geary.

Robert D. Moss, '33.
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The William H. Thomas Foundation
Award. An award to the most deserving

third-year student in the Case Western
Reserve University Chapter of Delta
Theta Phi Law Fraternity.

A. Edward Moss

The Nathan Burkan Memorial Com
petition. The American Society of Com

posers, Authors, and Publishers prize to
the senior writing the best paper on
some subject dealing with copyright law.

First—Mark Andrew Gamin
Second—Jonathan Macrae Deevy

Father and daughter: Lisa Klein and Paul G. Klein, '49.

The Guardian Title Award. To the
graduating student who has achieved
with superiority and shows outstanding
promise of a distinguished career in the
practice of real property law.

David Edward Rodney
The Stanley I. and Hope S. Adelstein
Award. To the student who prepares the

most outstanding paper on the subject
of environmental law.

David Scott Hoffman
The Theodore T. Sindell Award. To

the second- or third-year student who
submits an outstanding paper in the
area of tort law.

Father and son: Charles R. Ault, '51, and Jon Ault.

First—Kevin Gregory Robertson
Second—Robert Joseph Drexler
Third—Michael Alan Axel
The Harry A. and Sarah Blachman
Award. This award is presented annu

ally to the law student who prepares the
best essay on the subject of improving
the local, state, or national government.

Neil Raymond Johnson
The United States Law Week Award.

Tb the graduating law student who has
made the most satisfactory scholastic
prograss in his or her final year.

Neil Raymond Johnson

Three generations: Robert N. Gudbranson, '61, Margaret Gudbranson, '83, and Kenneth V.
Nicola, '30.
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Professor James W. McElhaney and Irving
Younger.

t

Marcia Margolius.
International Academy of Trial Lawyers' Student Advocacy Program Award. Tb

the student who has made the most outstanding work in Trial Advocacy. Barbara
A. Rutigliano. Professor Eric Zagrans congratulates Barbara and her husband,
Heiss Labor Law Award. To the stu

Joseph Rutigliano, '82.

dent who demonstrates scholastic excel
lence in the courses of the labor law
curriculum promising professional
accomplishment in the field.

Richard Anthony Kizma
The Edwin Z. Singer Prize. 7h pro

mote an interest in business law and to
encourage the development of outstand
ing practitioners and scholars to serve
the needs of business, industry, and
commerce.

First—Kevin Michael Keyes
Second—Jack T. Diamond

Bill Witter and daughter.
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view rooms will be constructed
nearby, which should ease space pres
sures during the fall on-campus inter
view season.
When the placement staff moved to
the ground-floor suite, they taped a
sign on the door: New Placement
Office. A few days later, a third-year
student added the words—AND
IMPROVED! That sums up the year.
To begin with, the placement statis
tics are generally encouraging. Even
with the well-publicized stagnant
economy, the percentage of members
of the Class of 1983 reporting perma
nent employment at graduation was
virtually identical to that in the pre
ceding two classes. The number of
on-campus interviews also remained
nearly the same, counter to a
national trend. Case Western Reserve
has joined the eight other Ohio law
schools in a Placement Consortium,
which will bring interviewers and
students together in Columbus on
October 15 and 16; the first such
gathering, in October, 1982, was
quite promising.
The year's placement record is also
the story of individuals. One such
individual is Michael Malkin, '81.
Malkin became unemployed last Jan
uary with the sudden death of Ben
Green, senior judge on the U.S. Dis
trict Court, for whom he was clerk
ing. He telephoned the Placement
Office the week after Judge Green's
death to arrange for an interview
with Granfield and to begin the
process of searching for another job.
Later that same week Granfield had
an urgent call from Judge Robert
Krupansky's office; because of Judge
Krupansky's elevation from the Dis
trict Court to the Sixth Circuit Court,
a temporary law clerk was needed at
the District Court level to help clear

Mark Winston, '83, with Patricia Granfield in the placement library.

the docket. Granfield immediately
called Malkin, and Malkin called
Krupansky's office. A few weeks
later Michael Malkin began his clerk
ship with Judge Krupansky.

New and Improved

Malkin's may be the most dramatic
of this year's placement stories, but

The Placement Office

several other tales bear telling. The
protagonists include a recent gradu
ate, unhappy in what she perceived
as a dead-end job, who dropped in
almost monthly for pep talks and

The past academic year brought a

Placement now shares with the

who ultimately succeeded in finding

number of changes to the Law

development office the space on the

a job far more to her liking; a second-

School's Office of Placement, includ

ground floor of the Law School previ

year student, concerned that a class

ing a new director and a new loca

ously occupied by the Criminal Jus

mate had not found summer employ

tion. Patricia Granfield has served as

tice Center. Several major physical

ment, who urged Granfield to

director since last September and

improvements resulted from the

recommend the classmate for a job

says she is still quite pleased with

move, including an expanded student

that she had declined, a job that the

her move from law practice to an
academic setting. To her multifaceted

work area with adequate space for

classmate was ultimately offered and

three or four students, a large recep

accepted; and a third-year student

job Granfield brings not only experi

tion area, and sufficient bulletin

who called Granfield at home to

ence as a practicing attorney but also

board space to post all placement

share the news of his long-awaited

a genuine interest in students, a com

notices in one place. Over the sum

job offer.

mitment to increasing the effective

mer computers will be installed in

ness and responsiveness of the Place

the placement and alumni offices,

recounting these stories. "Such suc

ment Office, and an almost

providing access to current alumni

cesses are gratifying," she says.

unflagging sense of humor.

information. In addition, four inter

"They help us maintain the optimism
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Granfield takes evident pleasure in

The impending computer capability

Placement and the Placement Com

faster—to tabulate the results of

mittee are planning a comprehensive

future surveys.

program for the fall which will

Immediately after the survey was

Patricia Granfield with Brent Cimorell, '85.

of the practicing bar, the Office of

will make it easier—and much

include formal presentations, work

conducted, the grumbling on the

shops, and role playing, and which

Bridge about the Placement Office

will supplement the individual coun

seemed to decrease. |At least for the

seling Granfield provides.

time being. All law placement direc

As an attorney with experience in

tors know that some grumbling goes

private practice and in government,

with the territory.) Students appar

Granfield is well equipped to discuss

ently appreciated the opportunity to

alternative ^Cactice possibilities with

comment anonymously on all aspects
of the office's operations. In fact, the

met by on-campus interviewers or

relations between students and the

the office's job listings. Here again

Placement Office have improved

the local bar has been helpful.,The

students whosO'careet goals are not

steadily all through the year. The

Liaison Committee of the Greater

obvious reason is that Patty, as the

Cleveland Bar Association organized

students call her, is a comfortable

an Alternative Careers program in

person to talk to—quiet and obvi

the spring semester, in which young

ously supportive, but also knowledge

lawyers who had followed non-tradi-

able, realistic, and determined to do

tional paths talked to students about

all she can to be effective. She and

a variety of less-than-obvious options.

her assistant, Linda Fleete, have
established an easy atmosphere in

The continued high morale and
long-term success of the Placement

their office; students feel free to drop

Office depend in large part on active

that is so necessary for an effective

in unscheduled to ask a question,

alumni support. One model for

placement office. We have to believe

report on an interview, or vent their
frustration and collect a word of

alumni involvement, the Washington
last fall and has already produced

ity, determination—and a little luck—

encouragement. "All year," says
Granfield, "I've tried to lower the

they'll get the result."

anxiety level." The consensus is that

as a joint effort of Nick Calio, '78,

she has reduced it by several

and Ann Klein, the Law School's for

and convince the students that good
jobs really do exist, and with creativ

One of Granfield's goals for the
year was to improve the flow of
information into and out of the Place

notches.
A major portion of Granfield's time

Placement Network, began operating
results. The network came into being

mer placement director. It comprises
alumni in Washington who have

ment Office. The new, larger bulletin

is spent in individual counseling on

board has helped the outward flow,

the techniques of applying for a job:

help students and graduates approach

providing space to publicize not only

how to put together a resume, how to

and break into the often bewildering

the activities of the office but also

write a cover letter, how to make the

Washington legal market. The net

information about the legal profes

right impression in an interview.

work is constantly being updated and

sion and the job market in general.

These crucial aspects of the job

expanded, and names of its members

But Granfield believes that not all

search will be a primary focus of the

are available from the Placement

information should be put on the bul

Student Placement Committee in the

Office upon request. The network

letin board. Instead of posting lists of

coming academic year. With the

can already boast that, with its mem

scheduled interviews, she has begun

assistance of the Greater Cleveland

bers' assistance, several CWRU stu

putting appointment slips in mail
boxes. "Finding a job is a miserable

Bar Association and other members

dents have found jobs by being at the

volunteered their time and insight to

enough process without having to go
through it in public."
Information comes into the Place
ment Office from a variety of
sources, including mutterings in the
corridors. Sensing a perception
among students that the Placement
Office often did not take enough
account of their opinions, Granfield
and the student members of the
school's Committee on Placement,
Mary Anne Fox and Preston Sargent,
devised a survey of second- and
third-year students' opinions about
the placement operations. This was
the first general survey from the
Placement Committee, and nearly
two thirds of the members of both
classes responded. The final, formal
tabulation of the results will be avail
able when students return in the fall.
Aside from the objective data gener
ated by the survey, the wealth of cre
ative suggestions it prompted will
form a substantial part of the place
ment agenda for the next academic
year, and the office will probably
conduct similar surveys regularly.

Patricia Granfield and Linda Fleete.
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right place at the right time. At the
least, students who venture into the
Washington market are better
informed and more hopeful as a
result of the efforts of the Washing
ton alumni. A second network in Cin
cinnati is in the early planning stages,
and a Chicago network is a gleam in
Patty Granfield's eye. The sugges
tions and assistance of interested
alumni will be most appreciated.
Alumni are also reminded that the
Office of Placement will arrange oncampus interviews for legal employ
ers at any time during the school
year, will provide information about
the Placement Consortium, and will
promptly publicize job openings that
come in by mail or telephone. The
continued ability of the Law School
to attract and retain the best law stu
dents depends on a combination of
factors, one of which must be the
joint efforts of alumni, faculty, and
administration to maintain and
improve the placement potential of
graduates of the Law School.
-K.E.T.

Patricia G. Granfield, director of placement.

Class of 1983—Placement Report
Listed below are the 1983
graduates who, as ofJuly 1,
had reported employment to
the Office of Placement.
Those who have jobs and are
not on the list are urged to
notify the office if they have
not already done so.
Employers are reminded
that a number of well-quali
fied graduates are still
unplaced, and that the Place
ment Office welcomes notice
of job opportunities.

Jeffrey Baddeley

Kenneth Cline

Judge John H. Ray, Jr.
U.S. Bankruptcy Court

Judge Gus J. Solomon
U.S. District Court

Cleveland, Ohio

Portland, Oregon

Stacy Ballin

Keith Collett

Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

Letson, Griffith, Woodall &
Lavelle

Cleveland, Ohio

Warren, Ohio

Gary Bax
Bentz & Chestek

George Crisci

Erie, Pennsylvania

Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

Cleveland, Ohio

Howard Beder
Rosenthal & Schanfield

James Curphey

Chicago, Illinois

Marshall, Melhorn, Cole,
Hummer & Spitzer

Edward Bell

Toledo, Ohio

Coopers & Lybrand

Cleveland, Ohio

Michael Curtin
Keller, Scully & Williams

Penny Ahearn
U.S. General Accounting
Office
Office of General Counsel

Jay Blackstone

Cleveland, Ohio

Judge James H. Williams
U.S. Bankruptcy Court

Carol Davis

Canton, Ohio

WEWS-TV

Cleveland, Ohio

Washington, D.C.

John Boley
Bruce Alexander
O'Connell, Cooper, Parrish &
McBane, P.A.

Schmidt, Hewlett, Van't Hof,
Snell & Vana

Grand Rapids, Michigan

West Palm Beach, Florida

Joseph De Sanctis
Carl Gillombardo, Jr., Co.,
L.P.A.

Cleveland, Ohio

Deborah Janco Brown
Mark Arons

Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

Sklarz & Early

Cleveland, Ohio

New Haven, Connecticut

Michael DeSantis
Kutak, Rock & Huie

Denver, Colorado

Paul Cadden
Michael Axel

Zink & Zink

Jack Diamond

Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan
& Aronoff

Canton, Ohio

Paxton & Seasongood, L.P.A.

Cleveland, Ohio
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Cincinnati, Ohio

Daniel Donovan
Navy JAGC

Paul Marks

Boalt Hall School of Law

New York City Law
Department

University of California at
Berkeley

New York, New York

Napoleon, Ohio

Jeanne Heshelman

Steven Marrer

Robert Drexler

Holmes, Harter, Mumford,
Schubel, Norlander &
MacFarlane

Cleveland, Ohio

John Donovan
Meekison & Donovan

Brouse & McDowell Co.,
L.P.A.

Akron, Ohio

Robin Driskel
,

Margaret Grover

John McConnell

Canton, Ohio
%

Kitchen, Messner & Deery

Mary Anne Fox
Federal Trade Commission
Bureau of Competition

Daniel Hughes

David Johnson

Day, Ketterer, Raley, Wright &
Rybolt

Cleveland, Ohio

David Marshall
Cronquist, Smith, Marshall &
Kagels
Cleveland, Ohio
, .

Cleveland, Ohio

Merle Evans

Robert L. Evans

Battle Creek, Michigan

McDonald, Hopkins & Hardy

Baker & Hostetler
Cleveland, Ohio -

Parks, Eisele, Bates & Wilsman

Ernst & Whlnney

Judge Donald Shea
Rhode Island Supreme Court

Cleveland, Ohio

Providence, Rhode Island

Steven Kahan

Kathryn Mercer

jtilian Kahan and Associates
Co., L.RA.

Walter, Haverfield, Buescher &
Chockley

Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

William King

David Michel

Synnestvedt & Lechner

Office of Michael Shapero

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Bedford Heights, Ohio

Washington, D.C.

David Kluever

Barry Miller

Philip Francis

Cook County
State's Attorney

Arter & Hadden

Krugliak, Wilkins, Griffiths &
Dougherty Co., L.RA.

Cleveland, Ohio

Chicago, Illinois

Martha Morse

Canton, Ohio

Frank Krasovec, Jr.

Aetna Life & Casualty

Parks, Eisele, Bates & Wilsman

Cleveland, Ohio

Daniel Friedlander

Cleveland, Ohio

Judge Ralph S. Locher
Ohio Supreme Court

Robert Labate

Edward Moss

Columbus, Ohio

McKenna, Storer, Rowe, White
& Farrug

Bruce Friedman

Chicago, Illinois

Duvin, Flinker & Cahn

Krugliak, Wilkins, Griffiths &
Dougherty Co., L.P.A.

Canton, Ohio

Maureen Murphy

Cleveland, Ohio

Brenda Lang
Ohio Attorney General

Weston, Hurd, Fallon, Paisley
& Howley

Mark Gamin

Columbus, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Judge Pierce Lively
U.S. Court of Appeals
6th Circuit

Mari Leigh

Suzanne Nathanson

Benesch, Friedlander, Coplan
& Aronoff

Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue

Danville, Kentucky

' J

Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Daniel Gattermeyer

Matthew O’Connell

LeRoy & Garretson

David Lester

U.S, Truck Lines, Inc.

Hamilton, Ohio

Ulmer, Berne, Laronge,
Glickman & Curtis

Cleveland, Ohio

William Geary

Cleveland, Ohio

Thompson, Birch, Gauthier &
Samuels

John Parker

Sharon Levine

Cleveland, Ohio

Boston, Massachusetts

Baker & Hostetler
Shanley & Fisher

Newark, New Jersey

Clayton Paterson

Michael Licastro

Judge Joseph P Kinneary
U.S. District Court

Ernst & Whinney

Columbus, Ohio

Jeremy Gilman
Smith & Schnacke, L.RA.

Dayton, Ohio

Jay Goldblatt
Kohrman, Jackson & Weiss
Co., L.PA.

Cleveland, Ohio

Raymond Pierce
Robert Liebers

U.S. Air Force

Burgett & Robbins

Cleveland, Ohio

Jamestown, New York

Steven Gonzalez

Elaine Lisko

Joseph Plumer
Anishinabe Legal Services

Ryan & Marshall

Houston, Texas

Child, Fortenbach, Beck &
Guyton

Cass Lake, Minnesota

Barbara Powell

Houston, Texas

Cleveland Tenants
Organization

Hahn, Loeser, Freedheim,
Dean & Wellman

J. Patrick Madigan

Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

New Orleans, Louisiana

Janice Raff

Eliot Green

Marcia Margolius

Clark, Ladner, Fortenbaugh &
Young

James Goss

Rogers, Horton & Forbes

Cleveland, Ohio

Monroe & Lemann

James Mitchell Brown Co.,
L.RA.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Cleveland, Ohio

Victor Romanov
Seeley, Savidge & Aussem

Cleveland, Ohio
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Barbara Rutigliano
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

Cleveland, Ohio

Jacquie Talbott
Judge Alvin 1. Krenzler
U.S. District Court

Keith Washington
Ohio Attorney General

Columbus, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Miriam Shire
Manhattan District Attorney's
Office

New York, New York

Joseph Weinstein
William Talley
King County Prosecutor's
Office

Buckingham, Doolittle &
Burroughs

Akron, Ohio

Seattle, Washington

Mark Weisser

Laura Shunk
Pearne, Gordon, Sessions,
McCoy, Granger & Tilberry

Paula Taylor
Barnes & Thornburg

Dyson, Schmidlin & Glenn
Co., L.P.A.

Cleveland, Ohio

Indianapolis, Indiana

Lyndhurst, Ohio

Anne Simon

Sharyn Tepper

Linda Lockler Wilkins

U.S. House of Representatives
Civil Service Subcommittee

Sonnenschein, Carlin, Nath &
Rosenthal

Calfee, Halter & Griswold

Washington, D C.

Chicago, Illinois

Paul Singerman

Neil Tramer

Deschler, Reed & Critchfield

Burke, Haber & Berick Co.,
L.P.A.

Kopperman & Wolf

Boca Raton, Florida

Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Nancy Wilson

Cleveland, Ohio

Diane Vulich
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

Letson, Griffith, Woodall &
Lavelle

Cleveland, Ohio

Warren, Ohio

George Springsteen

Carole Warren

Edward Small

Cadwalader, Wickersham &
Taft

Guren, Merritt, Feibel, Sogg &
Cohen

New York, New York

Cleveland, Ohio

Judicial Clerkships-Class of 1983
Jeffrey Baddeley

Daniel Friedlander

Clayton Paterson

Judge John H. Ray, Jr.
U.S. Bankruptcy Court

Judge Ralph S. Locher
Ohio Supreme Court

Judge Joseph P. Kinneary
U.S. District Court

Cleveland, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Jay Blackstone

Mark Gamin

Jacquie Talbott

Judge James H. Williams
U.S. Bankruptcy Court

Judge Pierce Lively
U.S. Court of Appeals
6th Circuit

Cleveland, Ohio

Canton, Ohio

Judge Alvin I. Krenzler
U.S. District Court

Danville, Kentucky

Kenneth Cline
Judge Gus J. Solomon
U.S. District Court

Portland, Oregon

John McConnell
Judge Donald Shea
Rhode Island Supreme Court

Providence, Rhode Island

Law Review
1983-1984
The Law Review staff for 1983-84 has
been announced:

Kyle Hart
Managing Editor
Susan Abramson
Research Editor
Martha Waldheger
Development Editor
Aronoff, the editor in chief, is the
son of George N. Aronoff, '58, man

James Aronoff
Editor in Chief

aging partner of Benesch, Friedlan
der, Coplan & Aronoff. The younger

Robert Horvath

Aronoff is a graduate of Bowdoin

Anthony O'Malley

College (A.B. in government). He has

Articles Editors

interned at the Cleveland investment

Shawn Lyden

banking firm of Golenberg & Co.,

Kevin O'Neill

and this summer he has clerked at

Notes Editors

Thompson, Hine & Flory.

James Aronoff, '84.

New
Law Alumni
Directory

A Visit from
the Court of Appeals
The Ohio Court of Appeals for the
Eighth District held sessions at the

Five years ago the Law School pub
lished a directory of living alumni. Since
then hundreds of our alumni have
moved, changed jobs, retired, or died,
and seven more classes have graduated,
adding more than 1,500 names to the
alumni rolls—names that do not appear
in the old directory.
Clearly it's time for a ne'Xi directory,
and the Law School has contracted with
the Harris Publishing Company of
White Plains, New York, to produce
one.
The directory will have four sections.
Following a brief section of photographs
and general information about the
school will be the main section: an
alphabetical listing of all living alumni,
with degree, class year, home address
and telephone number, and professional
information—area of practice, position
or title, law firm or other organization,
and office address and telephone num
ber. Those who have changed their sur
names will be listed by preferred name
with a cross reference. The third section
will list alumni by class, and the fourth
by geographic area with law specialty
indicated.
The Harris Publishing Company will
research and compile the data. You will
receive a short questionnaire in Novem
ber, which lit is hoped} you will
promptly return, eliminating the need
for a second mailing. A Harris represen
tative will telephone you in April to ver
ify the information and to offer you the
opportunity to order your copy of the
directory. CIRCULATION WILL BE
STRICTLY LIMITED TO LAW
SCHOOL ALUMNI.
The entire project will cost the Law
School virtually nothing. The Harris
Company will finance it through the
sale of directories to alumni (the book
will contain no advertising}. The Law
School will not benefit financially from
the directory sales but will receive some
complimentary copies for faculty and
administrative staff and, we expect, will
benefit considerably from the complete
updating of the alumni records.
The cooperation of all alumni is ear
nestly requested. We believe that the
new directory will be a useful, even
indispensable reference volume for you
and for the Law School.

ulty for sandwiches in the faculty
lounge.

Law School on March 22. Three dif

This was the second visit of the

ferent panels each heard three differ

Court of Appeals to the Law School.

ent cases, selected with a view to

Vice DeaR Daniel Clancy, who

their interest for law students. And

arranged the visit, said afterwards:

indeed the moot court room was well

"This was an excellent experience for

filled throughout the day.

our students, particularly the first-

Judges on the bench were John V

year students, who were in the midst

Corrigan, '48, Jack G. Day, Leo A.

of preparing their oral arguments as

Jackson, Richard M. Markus, Thomas

part of their Research, Advocacy, and

J. Parrino, John T. Patton, August

Writing experience. The court really

Pryatel, and Alfred E. Dahling of the

made it clear to them that advocacy

Eleventh District, sitting by assign

is an essential part of their educa

ment. At the noon break several of

tion."

the judges Joined members of the fac

Judges John V Corrigan, '48, John T. Patton, and Thomas J. Parrino.

The (real} Ohio Court of Appeals in session in the moot court room. On the bench are judges
Leo Jackson, Richard M. Markus, and Alfred E. Dahling.

Society of
Benchers
On June 10, 1983, the Society of Ben
chers held its annual dinner and wel
comed seven new members: five alumni,
one faculty member, and one public
member.
One of the alumni members, Quentin
Alexander, '45, was unable to attend.
The others were inducted by Samuel T.
Gaines, '23, chairman of the society,
whose remarks are here excerpted.

Paul D. White, '50, and David L. Brennan, '57.

David L. Brennan, '57
David, in the face of extraordinary

On the walls of Apollo's great tem

Metropolitan Park Board, the Urban
League, the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, the Legal Aid

material success, occasioned by your

ple at Delphi are inscribed two com

Society, Dyke College, and the Ohio

most uncommon business acumen,

mands. One is Know thyself: and

Law (Opportunity Fund. . . .

you never have lost sight of your

another is Be wise. You, Paul, have
exemplified those commands in most

natural for you to do it. As natural as

need to attain excellence in the prac

What you do, you do because it is

tice of law. . . . Your career, marked

impressive fashion. Your native wis

when, upon being sworn in as a

by perspicacity, frequently brilliant in

dom, your knowledge of yourself, has

judge and asked to raise your right

scope, by your active and meaningful

prompted you to function with all

hand, you—being naturally left-

participation in the handling of legal

your body, mind, and spirit as a

handed—raised your left hand. And

matters in the law firm of which you

social being in the finest sense of

as down-to-earth as when, having

are chairman of the board, by your

traveled three hundred miles to

work in the Akron Bar Association

that concept.
First as a supervisor in an Indiana

Foundation as a trustee and officer,

boys' school, then in the Cleveland

tucky State College, your undergradu

by your financial support, most often

area as a worker at Karamu House.

ate alma mater, you discovered that

anonymously rendered, of efforts to

The military beckoned and there you

you had not brought with you a suit

meet community needs and most

of clothes especially appropriate for

recently your agreement to endow a

served well as a combat Army ser
geant. With the end of World War II,

chair at our Law School, a monumen

again you hearkened to the call of

former teachers observed: "He hasn't

tal gesture, all blend to create a

public service—and you prepared

really changed a bit. That's the Paul

mosaic of especially high luster.

yourself for the practice of law, a

we've always known."

Your deep affection for the law

practice you began in 1950. Within a

apparently prompted your wife, Ann,

year you had entered the police pros

to become a lawyer and your son to

ecutor's office, then in succession

contemplate degrees both in business

you continued your public function

and in law. That you also induced

as a municipal court Judge, and as

Ann to join your law firm may well

the City of Cleveland's law

be a further indication of your

director. . . . Since 1968, you have

resourcefulness.

pursued the practice of law with a

You have said often that you have

most prestigious law firm, still with

been lucky. Certainly Lady Luck is

out diminishing materially your inter

always a helpful companion. We

est in the public sector with organiza

think that your actions have demon

tions such as the Cleveland

strated a lofty worthiness in which
luck played no significant role.
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Paul D. White, '50

deliver an address to alumni of Ken

such an occasion, and one of your

t

Eugene B. Schwartz, '34.

Eugene B. Schwartz, '34
Gene, with two brothers already in

Daniel L. Ekelman, '52, and Sammuel T. Gaines, chairman of the Society of Benchers.

college at Reserve, you, one of nine
children in your family, would have
to wait two years before your father
would be able to afford the tuition,
then $250 per year, to permit you to
enroll at college. During those two

Daniel L, Ekelman, '52
Dan, the very early book on you

years, however, you began work in a

was that you would brook no obsta

tuxedo rental and valet shop business

cle to the maximum use of your tal

to which you continued to devote

ents and abilities in whatever quest

your attention while you were at col

you undertook. ... At Ohio Wes

lege and law school, ending up as

leyan, in your undergraduate days,

part owner of that business. That was

when your will directed you to an

before you even graduated from law

intensive study of economics, you

school, honored there by election to

won honors in that area of study. At

the Order of the Coif.

our Law School, the Law Review
engaged your special interest and you

Business success, however, could
not quench your insatiable desire to

became its managing editor. . . . You

become a lawyer. And lawyer indeed

finished second in your class and you

you did become. Promptly upon

were elected to the coveted Order of

admission to the bar, you began a

the Coif. In the Ohio Bar Examina

career in labor relations law at a time

tions, you finished with the highest

when union-management confronta

grade.

tions were frequent and vigorous,

And as a lawyer, you have left no

always highly stressful, and often

stone unturned in your zeal to be the

marked by violence. It would have

best lawyer you could possibly be.

been easy in an environment of such

You got involved with the pragmatics

hostility to become incensed at one's

of everyday life in Cleveland. To the

adversary and to lose perspective.

Greater Cleveland Hospital Council,

You never did. . . .

to the Legal Aid Society, and to the

No branch of law concerns itself

executive capabilities. . . .

Contract negotiations in labor rela

inevitable that your drive and your
intelligence would be early recog

existence, literally upon bread-and-

nized and amply rewarded. And that,

butter issues. The repercussions of

too, has come to pass. At present,

such negotiations affect large seg

you are the chairman of the Execu

ments of the population.

tive Committee of its some 90-mem-

formance. More than that, no one
can ask of any person.

ber complement.
When your energies moved in the

and your integrity has remained

direction of the entrepreneur, your

unsullied in the eyes of labor and

vigor and your foresight brought into

management alike.

brook no obstacle to high-caliber per

In the law firm you joined, it was

tions touch upon the very sinews of

In such circumstances, your per

tion to whatever you undertake will

Welfare Federation, you lent your

with community interests to a greater
degree than does labor relations law.

ceptivity has been widely recognized

At the height of your career, the
book on you still is that your devo

existence one of the most successful
of American resorts. . . .
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Leon Cabinet
Our bylaws permit election to our
society of a faculty member, and this
year, Leon, you have been chosen for
that honor.
At 17, you joined the U.S. Navy,
just in time for the Okinawa cam
paign, and in it, you acquitted your
self with courage and bravery. With
the war behind you, you entered the
University of Chicago during the hal
cyon days of the Robert Hutchins
regime. At that time, the description
of that fine institution of learning
was that it was a place where a lot of
Jews taught a lot of Protestants how
to be good Catholics. And because
the law school at the University of
Chicago seemed to be training its stu
dents to be Supreme Court justices,
most of the students, realizing that

Professor Leon Cabinet and Louis A. Toepfer, president and dean emeritus.

they couldn't make it, turned to
teaching. But not you—not for quite a
while, perhaps because at Chicago,
too, you played ice hockey and your
coach, a Swede, used to say, "The
way to play this game is to chase the
puck and arrive there in an ugly
humor"—an approach maybe compat
ible for a Supreme Court justice, but
theoretically hardly an acceptable
mood for a teacher.
For 15 years, you steered clear of
teaching. You put in a year as a
judge's law clerk, served two years as
an assistant attorney general with the
Oregon State Tax Commission, and
then spent a dozen years in private
practice.
Perhaps then because of the reas
surance afforded by your wife. Dr.
Laille Cabinet (currently assistant
professor in the Psychiatry Depart
ment of Metro General Hospital)
which guaranteed you in-house psy
chiatric and psychological services, as

President David V Ragone and Alton W. Whitehouse, Jr.

Alton W. Whitehouse, Jr.
This society's bylaws permit mem

needed . . . you did turn to teaching

bership, in limited number, to be

and you joined our law school

accorded non-graduates of the Law

faculty.

School at Case Western Reserve Uni

For 2 years, you served as acting
dean, and for the past 12 years, you
have been a highly regarded profes
sor of law in tax and related subjects.
Your preeminence is reflected in your
selection as one of three distin
guished scholars and the only Ameri
can to participate in this year's Cambridge-Tilburg lectures sponsored by

versity who meet the high standards

stantial part of such income has been
devoted, you have been widely recog
nized and much honored, most
recently as the 1982 Brotherhood
Awardee of the National Conference

set for alumni members and who

of Christians and Jews.
If curiosity leads us to explore the

have a real interest in our Law
School. This year, Al, you, a graduate

why of these deserved accolades, I

of the fine law school at the Univer
sity of Virginia, have been elected as

that quality of knowing and under

such a public member.
You became president of Sohio on

experiential insight. . . . Your kind of
that is by an [immediate, intuitive]

Cambridge University in England and

January 1, 1970, the same date a
merger was effected which expanded

the University of Tilburg in the

Sohio's marketing area to the East

Netherlands. . . .
You have brought honor to our

Coast states and provided the

Law School.

Alaska. You became Sohio's chairman

Prudhoe Bay oil field leases in
of the board and chief executive offi
cer on January 1, 1978. Thus you
have been at the helm of the 21st
largest corporation in this country
during a time when its income and
its earnings have risen, to put it
mildly, in most exceptional degree.
Por your leadership, deemed
responsible, in no small measure, for
such tremendously imposing income
and earnings and for the enlightened
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societal beneficences to which a sub

think we would find that you possess
standing which psychologists call
knowing is accompanied by feeling,
understanding which generates confi
dence in your knowing. . . .
That kind of knowing is priceless.
It leads to successful entrepreneurship and effective intra-corporate and
inter-corporate relationships. It leads,
too, to a real concern with the many
problems which beset society in vir
tually all of its facets—poverty, educa
tion, mental and physical impair
ment, the fine arts—in short, all
facets which affect its well-being.
And it has led you to the understand
ing that, as St. Francis put it, "it is in
giving that we receive."

In 1977 Snyder enrolled at the Uni
versity of Minnesota Law School, and
a year later Sears transferred her hus
band to Chicago. She finished her
J.D. at the University of Chicago,
where she was executive editor of
the Law Review and author of a com
ment, "Consumer Picketing and the
Single-Product Secondary Employer,"
that was cited by the U.S. Supreme
Court in Retail Clerks Local 1000 v.
National Labor Relations Board.
After law school she was delighted
to get a clerkship with Judge Luther
M. Swygert of the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals. It was "a'great
experience." She enjoyed "seeing
how the court works from a side that
outsiders never see," and she was
impressed by the quality of lawyering
at the appeals level. "You get to see
some really good cases and some
really good lawyers—some great oral
advocates—and some really well-writ
ten briefs." Drafting opinions was
also "very exciting"—"Here you are
writing an opinion that's going to be
published in the Federal Reporterl”
When Judge Swygert offered her a
second year, "I loved it so much I
jumped at the chance." In the second
year she helped him write two law
review articles, one on the indigent's
right to court-appointed counsel and
the other "a more philosophical piece
on judicial activism"—a response to
the conservatives' criticism of a "too
powerful" federal judiciary. Swygert
was first appointed to the bench by
President Roosevelt and was pro
moted to the appellate level by Presi
dent Kennedy; Snyder felt it a privi
lege to be associated with the "long
line of very liberal political and phil

New on the Faculty

osophical tradition" that the judge, in
his own person, represented.

Barbara Rook Snyder

Snyder considered going into teach
ing when her clerkship ended, but
decided instead to practice with the
law firm (Sidley & Austin) that had
given her summer employment dur

Barbara Rook Snyder comes to the

Michael Snyder, an accountant with

ing law school. "I felt that I should

Law School faculty with high recom

Sears Roebuck & Company, and she

try law practice just to make sure I

mendations from those who have

went with him to Minneapolis when
Sears sent him to that regional office.

wouldn't love it so much that I

worked with her. Robert McLean, the
hiring partner of the firm that is (to

wouldn't want to leave." She enjoyed

For the year after graduation and

the year and says that Sidley & Aus

its regretl losing her, calls her "a

marriage Barbara Snyder worked at a

tough-minded young litigator with an

succession of part-time jobs, knowing
that eventually she wanted to go

tin is a great law firm—a wonderful
place to work." 'Two projects were

outstanding academic background.
She would be a superb addition to

back to school but undecided about a

any law school faculty." Judge Luther

pro bono work for a community

specific field. How she happened into

Swygert, for whom she clerked,

law is—she says—"a bizarre story.”

group, bringing suit against realtors
who allegedly have been involved in

especially interesting: she did some

places her among "my best law

She and her husband became friends

racial steering, and she spent most of

clerks that I've had over the years.

with another couple in their apart

She is a thorough researcher and an

her time working on Fund of Funds v.

ment building in similar circum

excellent writer. She analyzes prob
lems well, and she's a good crafts

Arthur Andersen, an accountants' mal

stances: the husband had also just
been transferred to Minneapolis. The

practice case in which Sidley & Aus

man. Everything about her is superla
tive. I really believe that she'll

wife, a law student, had transferred

Co. on appeal. It is rare for a first-

to the University of Minnesota Law

year associate to work at the appel
late level, but her two years with the

become an outstanding teacher."
Snyder is a native Ohioan, born

School. "One day I didn't have any

tin represented Arthur Andersen &

thing to do," Snyder tells the story,

appeals court had given her extraor

and bred in suburban Columbus,

"and she asked me if I wanted to go

dinary qualifications.

with a B.A. degree in sociology from

to class with her. I did—and I really

Ohio State University. Upon gradua

liked it. I took the LSAT and that

cial interest in civil rights—ever

tion from Ohio State she married

was that."

since, as a child, she became aware

Barbara Snyder has long had a spe
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of the civil rights movement. Civil
Rights is one of the courses that she
will teach this year, along with Wills
and Trusts and Professional Responsi
bility. Asked what other courses she
might eventually wish to teach, Sny

Visiting Professor

Calvin W. Sharpe

der says, "I have a lot of interests in
jurisprudence and English legal his
tory—the sort of impractical things
people from the University of Chi

Calvin W. Sharpe, a member of the

the road, but I knew that I wanted to

cago always take. And I'd like to

law faculty of the University .of Vir

get some graduate study under

teach evidence, civil procedure, con

ginia, will have an appointment here

stitutional law. . . ."
Snyder looks forward to "being

in 1983-84 as Visiting Associate Pro

my belt.”
In September, 1969, Sharpe
enrolled at the Chicago Theological

able to pursue the kinds of things

was Sharpe's colleague at Virginia, is

that I'm particularly interested in,

delighted to have recruited him for

even when there's no client paying

the year. "Calvin Sharpe is one o£ the

for it.” And she hopes that with more

most promising young law teachers

made a sort of commitment to my
father, earlier in life, that I would do

freedom to organize her time she can

in the country," he says. "Having him

that." Sharpe's father died in 1966,

get back to photography and piano,
two hobbies she has lately found lit

here will present a great opportunity

during the summer at Yale. Sharpe's

tle time for. (Besides contending with

for our students."
Sharpe was raised in Hickory,

eventual decision not to become a
minister was a difficult one—"it took

the demands of law practice, she has

North Carolina, at the foot of the

a lot of time to work through that."

a 15-month-old son with his own set

Blue Ridge Mountains, the son of a

He had questioned his own commit

of demands.)
She looks forward to the move to

Methodist minister and a teacher.

ment to the ministry in his high

Although his father, like all Methodist

school years, while his father was liv

Cleveland, although as an avid

ministers, was transferred from

ing, and he and his father had

observer of politics she will miss the

church to church, and the six other

worked out a sort of compromise:

Chicago scene. She doubts that the

children in the family were trans
ferred from school to school, Calvin

perhaps the son would teach in a

politics of any other city can be
nearly so fascinating as Chicago's—

somehow managed to spend all his

"it's a drama, a great soap opera; I

school years in Hickory.
From Hickory's Ridgeview High

of a church.
After a year in the seminary Sharpe

just like to follow the characters."
She admits that she may feel a little

fessor. Dean Ernest Gellhorn, who'

School he went, in 1963, to Clark

Seminary. "I had intended to become
a minister for the longest while. I had

seminary instead of being pastor

was thinking about other careers.
During his second year he changed

nervous "on the other side of the

College in Atlanta (a part of the

podium," but "I've always enjoyed

Atlanta University Center, which also

from the Bachelor of Divinity pro
gram to a master's program in reli

being a student, so I hope I'm going

includes Morehouse College and

gious education, but he left for law

to enjoy being a professor. I had a lot

Spelman College), He graduated cum

school without completing a degree

of interaction with the faculty when I

laude in 1967 with a major in philoso

was on the Law Review, and I got to
see close up how much they enjoyed

phy and religion. The summer

at the seminary.
Why law school? "I've always had

between his junior and senior years

a desire to do something socially use

what they were doing, both the class

ful. That's at least partially why I

room teaching and the research and

he spent at Yale in a special program
for talented students from schools of

writing. I know I'll learn from my

the United Negro College Fund,

mitment to enter the ministry. When

colleagues. And I know I'll learn
from the students—I'm sure they'll

taught by faculty from Yale, Colum

I decided that the ministry would not

bia, and Harvard. The year after his

be as challenging a career as I would

have plenty to teach me."

graduation he spent at Oberlin Col

want, I started looking at the possibil

lege as post-baccalaureate fellow in

ity of studying law. I thought it
would meet some of my needs. When

-K.E.T.

psychology (his minor field in
college).
At the end of that year, says
Sharpe, "I was fed up with school,

I thought about career alternatives—
including medicine, briefly—law

and I wanted to work for a change."

made more sense than any other."
And so in 1971 Sharpe entered the

In May, 1968, he went to New York

Northwestern University School of

for a year and a half of teaching in

Law. He graduated in 1974. For two

the Ocean Hill-Brownsville Interme
diate School #55 (grades 4 to 8). That,

years, he clerked for Judge Hubert L.

he says, was "a really important
experience." He found himself in the

Northern District of Illinois, now on

Will of the U.S. District Court,

middle of a school crisis, an experi

senior status. "He was just topnotch," says Sharpe. "A great judge

ment in decentralization and commu

in terms of ability, and a very good

nity control. When the New York

person—a very approachable person.

schoolteachers went out on strike for
42 days (the country's first major

It was a demanding clerkship—I must
have drafted over a hundred opinions

teachers' strike), Sharpe and other

for him—but it was thoroughly enjoy

teachers in the Ocean Hill-Browns

able. Those years were just filled

ville district stayed in the schools. "I

with instruction, one of the best

got a healthy dose of politics and

things that I've done in the law."

labor economics in that time," says
Sharpe, "and began from there to
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hung on as long as I did to the com

After the clerkship Sharpe felt that
he was ready to pursue his original

develop an Interest in labor rela

interest in labor. He was happy to

tions." And meanwhile he discovered

take a position in a small Chicago

that he really enjoyed teaching. "I

firm that represented labor unions,

thought that perhaps teaching was in
the picture for me, somewhere down

but his year there proved less than
completely satisfying. While he had

January, 1981. Sharpe felt by then
that he had had a range of experience
as a practicing attorney, and that if he
really wanted to teach, it was time to
do it. He took the job at Virginia
even though it meant commuting
some distance from his wife and two
children in Winston-Salem.
At Virginia (and as a visiting profes
sor during the past year at Wake For
est School of Law in Winston-Salem)
Sharpe haa^taught labor law, evi
dence, and tridf advobacy the "pack
age" that he will teach this year at
Case Western Reserve. Besides being
"an appropriate package for me," he
believes that the combination gives
him a special advantage: in the
debate as to whether legal education
should be practical (clinical) or theo
retical, Sharpe sees himself as a
member of both schools. He enjoys
teaching students "how to do it" in
his evidence and trial advocacy
classes, but he also likes the theoreti
cal aspect of evidence and the "quite
theoretical" nature of labor law as a
substantive area.
Sharpe is happy with his move into
academia, and happy with scholar
ship as well as with teaching. He has
just completed his first article since
his student days on the Northwestern
Law Review, '(.Balancing in the Admis
sibility of Other Crimes' Evidence: A
Sliding Scale of Proof." His next proj
ect will probably be in labor law, and
he can imagine doing "the substantial
portion" of his scholarship
in that area.
"But I see that only as interim
scholarship, and what I ultimately
an enjoyable association with his col
leagues in the firm, he found insuffi

ing with a senior attorney, George

want to do is some serious work on
dispute resolution, particularly peace

Carson III, "one of the finest trial

ful dispute resolution as an alterna

cient opportunities to concentrate on

lawyers that I have met." The case

tive to the military resolution of

the practice of labor law. Sharpe

was a marathon—five months in trial

international disputes. And I see that

almost immediately began to seek out

and almost that much pre-trial inves

other opportunities in labor law.

tigation and preparation—and it

as growing out of my work in labor
law." Sharpe plans to "develop some

taught Sharpe "all the ins and outs"

experiences in various forms of dis

of trial lawyering.

pute resolution—arbitration, media

He found the perfect opening—a
job with the regional office of the
National Labor Relations Board in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Sharpe's three years with the NLRB

tion, and the like" and to learn

were a fine experience ("I was hav

enough about economics and interna

Though Sharpe had left North Caro

ing so much fun," he says a little

tional relations to do some work in

lina as a youth vowing never to

wistfully), and in the meantime his

return, he had to recognize that it

wife, Janice Jones, was establishing

comparative labor law, "which I
think will also feed into this work in

was a great place to be an NLRB trial

herself in Winston-Salem as a highly

dispute resolution." This summer he

attorney. "There was tremendous
investigative and trial experience to

successful ERISA attorney. (She is

has studied economics at Wake

general counsel to an actuarial con

Forest University.

be had in this part of the country

sulting firm, Booke & Company. A

against intransigent employers whom

graduate of the University of Michi

at a really interesting point, but

you could really enjoy prosecuting. I
had never imagined myself as a pros

gan Law School, Jones held jobs with

unfortunately that is where Calvin

the Ford Motor Credit Company and

Sharpe is in the summer of 1983.

Montgomery Ward before the move

One hopes for a chance to read the

One hates to break off a biography

ecutor, but these companies were
clearly violating the law, and a lot of

to Winston-Salem, and she has taught

future chapters, and in the meantime

the lawyers who represented them

at Wake Forest and Virginia as an

the Law School feels fortunate to

identified with them. They were rab

adjunct faculty member.)

have him for a year.

idly anti-union, and 'anti' any
employees who might think they

But a former teacher at Northwest

wanted to join a union. It was good

been urging Sharpe to go into teach

to come in and try to correct some
of that."

ing, and Sharpe had not forgotten his

Sharpe got his on-the-job training as

-K.E.T.

ern, Samuel C. Thompson, Jr., had

earlier inclination toward a teaching
career. Thompson had gone from

a trial lawyer in a case against J.R

Northwestern to Virginia, and he per

Stevens. He was second chair, work

suaded Sharpe to join him there in
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Ohio Senate Bill 133:

Order Out of Chaos
by Professor Roger I. Abrams
only a marginal increase in labor

the adoption of a statute to regulate

Judges of the Common Pleas Court
are asked to serve in a mediative role

labor relations activities of public

for which they are unequipped. The

ture will find in coming years that

employees in the state. It may come
as a surprise to some to hear that

present state of Ohio law is rightfully

the statute needs revision. Regulating
labor relations in the public arena is

Ohio has no law in this area—the

subject to criticism.
The pending collective bargaining

only major industrial state in the

legislation is designed to avoid uruiec-

do it better as we live under the

country with such a vacuum. Almost

essary strikes through the required

50 years after the passage of the

use of mediation and fact-finding pro

statute.
Though the present statutory form

National Labor Relations Act cover
ing private employees and almost 25

cedures. At the same time, all strikes
in essential services, such as police

may not be perfect, that does not

years after the first state statute cov
ering government employees, Ohio is

and fire, would be flatly prohibited.

direction of regulating public sector

The legislation would require the use

collective bargaining in this state.

on the verge of a new era in public

of impartial binding interest arbitra

The present system of non-law does

sector labor relations. The public

tion in essential services to set any

not serve the interests of public man

debate on the wisdom of the pro

agement, public sector unions, or the

posed statute has begun and, not sur

terms of the collective agreement
upon which the parties are unable to

prisingly, that debate is filled with

agree. The statute would also create a

ers. It is time to begin the effort to

useless hyperbole and name-calling.

special agency to administer the regu

bring order out of chaos.

James M. Arata [Plain Dealer
Forum, April 13) characterized the

latory policy.
There is little in the proposed stat

(Reprinted from the Plain Dealer, April 21,
1983.)

pending legislation as Governor
Celeste's "next assault on the people

ute that one might consider startling.

of Ohio," a "disaster" with "gross

the law of Michigan, Pennsylvania,

improprieties." Senate Bill 133 is
obviously not Mr. Arata's preferred

and New York for decades.
Although Senate Bill 133 is not the

method for regulating public sector

extraordinary piece of legislation sug

labor relations in Ohio, but his posi

gested by its critics, portions of the

tion is not bolstered by his vitriol.

proposal could be improved. For

The Ohio Legislature is considering

The pending legislation is best

It basically mirrors what has been

example, the statute should more

examined in terms of the goals it

carefully delineate the standards to

seeks to achieve and the potential

be followed by arbitrators in resolv

effectiveness of the processes it

ing disputes in essential services.

adopts for our state. The public

Arbitrators cannot be left at large to

employee collective bargaining stat
ute is designed to achieve continuity

exercise uncontrolled power without

in the provision of public services

awards would be subject to review in

and fair terms of employment

the courts under the statute, and that

through meaningful collective bar
gaining. Employees of state and local

review should ensure that decisions

governments have a constitutional
right to associate in unions, if they

legislature. As an alternative to con
ventional arbitration, the legislation

choose to do so. Experience has

might be improved by substituting

shown that bargaining in the absence
of a right to impose some potential

final offer arbitration where the neu
tral is required to decide whether the

"cost of disagreement"—in most
cases the strike—is an empty facade.

or the public sector union is more

clear legislative guidance. Arbitrators'

are consistent with the intent of the

final position of public management

lective begging. The central purpose

consistent with the statutory stan
dards. The purpose of final offer arbi

of the pending legislation is to make

tration is to encourage parties to take

collective bargaining work.
Some people, like Mr. Arata, would

more reasonable positions in negotia

Collective bargaining is actually col

suggest that a better strategy is to
maintain the present state of "no

tions. Experience in other states has
shown that this method has enhanced
the likelihood of voluntary

sion such as the Ferguson Act. It is

settlements.
It is clear to anyone who counts

clear, however, that the present

votes that the Ohio legislature will

approach has not avoided strikes.
Moreover, interminable disputes con
tinue to arise concerning questions of

enact public sector collective bargain

representation, i.e., which union

tive, we will see a dramatic increase

should represent which employees.

in organizational activity among gov

Bargaining breaks down because, at
present, there is no established mech

ernment employees, especially at the

anism for mediation or fact-finding.

however, that unionization results in

law" under a blanket no-strike provi

ing legislation in the near future. If
experience in other states is predic

state level. Studies have indicated,

costs. Undoubtedly, the Ohio Legisla

a difficult task. We will learn how to

mean it is not a worthy effort in the

ultimate employers—Ohio's taxpay

Editor's Note: Since the publication of
Professor Abrams' column, the Ohio
Legislature has adopted the public sec
tor legislation, making a number of
changes in the proposed bill.

Antitrust Is Shot Through
with Irony
by Professor Arthur D. Austin

*

alleging that he violated the antitrust

by itself, and without the consent

laws by inviting the president of

and participatiori of a "dancing part

In the comic_ strip "Tank McNamara," someone closely resembling

Braniff International to join in a

ner," allegedly'violates the Sherman

price-fixing arrangement. During a

Act. According to the Justice Depart

Pete Rozelle, commissioner of the

phone coiYersation, Crandall sug

National Football League,'is testifying

gested that Braniff raise fares 20 per

ment, a proposal to fix prices is an
illegal attempt to monopolize.. As

before a Senate committee. Gleaning

cent and American would follow the

punishment, the government seeks to

from the questions that expansion of

next morning. The proposal was

bar Crandall from the airline busi

a new team into any locatfon except

tejected by the Braniff CEO, who

ness for two years.

the senator's home district would vio

begged off by stating, "We can't talk

late the antitrust laws, the carica

about pricing." Crandall's reply was

legal issues as to both the violation

The complaint—which raises novel

tured Pete Rozelle acknowledges that

succinct: "Oh [expletive], we can talk

and the remedy—was only a preface.

this is a "funny little coincidence."

about any goddam thing we want to

The most titillating part of the drama

The senator retorts: "Antitrust law is

talk about."

was Baxter's proposal that all tele
phone conversations between top

just shot through with irony."
Robert Crandall, president of

William Baxter, head of the Justice
Department's Antitrust Division, dis

executives be barred by law unless

antitrust irony when the Justice

agrees. As a result, the "Crandall
incident" has given us a new anti

the Antitrust Division's facilities as

Department filed a civil complaint

trust irony: the attempt to fix prices.

repository for the tapes.

American Airlines, felt the sting of

recorded. He then graciously offered

Shocked, the executive suite
reacted with indignation. Like any
good American, top executives
invoked the protective cloak of the
First Amendment, approving Cran
dall's thesis that "we can talk about
any goddam thing we want to talk
about." There was the predictable
complaint that the Baxter proposal
was an anti-American ploy best left
to Russia or the Iron Curtain.
Keeping their perspective, some
executives detected humor in the
Baxter proposal. For example, one
executive thought that henceforth
inter-firm communications would be
conducted in the men's room. The
defect of this idea is that it would
raise sex discrimination problems.
Moreover, with telephones off limits,
executives would have difficulty
arranging golf outings, thereby
causing unemployment among pros
and caddies.
Attorney General William Smith
did not appreciate the wrath of busi
ness. He quickly disavowed Baxter's
proposal: "His views are not those of
the Justice Department or the
administration.”
But as Tank McNamara knows,
antitrust is just shot through with
irony, and anyone who gets exercised
over Baxter's proposals has a short
memory. It is, for example, interest
ing to note that it was only several
months ago that Baxter was raked
over the coals by his critics (most
notably Ohio Senator Howard Metzenbaum) in Congress for not enforc
ing the antitrust laws against resale
price maintenance violations. It was
even suggested that by inaction Bax
ter was violating the law.
There is an incident more to the
By Edward Freska, Courtesy of the

Plain Dealer.

point. Back in 1978, in what Forbes
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To those who follow antitrust as a

magazine called an "amazing inter
view," John Shenefield, then in

vocation, these incidents are mun

charge of the Antitrust Division, sug

dane. As Tank—and now Crandall—

gested that news conferences

knows, antitrust enforcement can be

announcing price changes were
tainted and would be investigated for

arbitrary, ad hominem, and ironical.
The statutes are ambiguous and elas

possible illegal "price signaling."

tic. As the "constitution" expressing

According to Shenefield, news confer

marketplace ideals, the Sherman and

ences were suspect because they

Clayton Acts invite differences of

were ideal mechanisms for instituting

opinion and shifting interpretations.

price collusion in concentrated

In the Disneyland of antitrust any

industries.
The customary outrage followed.

thing can happen.
Over the years antitrust has per

First Amendment rights were in jeop

plexed judges, been politicized, made

ardy; without price publicity, supply

lawyers rich, and provided promotion

and demand would have difficulty in

to professors who must "publish or

adjusting and costs to consumers

perish." Perhaps, as a final irony, -

would escalate. Nevertheless, the

Tank, Crandall, and others bruised by

economy didn't fall apart (at least not

antitrust can draw some solace from

from this event); no complaints were

the words of Justice Oliver Wendell

Missing Persons
Please help us find these "lost" mem
bers of the 1983 reunion classes. If your
name appears here, or if you know the
whereabouts of any of these CWRU law
graduates, please write to the Office of
External Affairs, Case Western Reserve
University School of Law, Cleveland,
Ohio 44106. Or telephone Kerstin Trawick, (216j 368-3860.
1938
Henry L. Reese
Harmon D. Spanner
1948
Carl D. Perkins, Jr.
William J. Whelton
1958
Richard O. Bates

filed by the Justice Department, and

Holmes: "[I] have been in a minority

chief executives continue to this day

of one as to the proper administration

1968
Janet J. Friedell Daniels

to hold news conferences.

of the Sherman Act. I hope and

Joel A. Levine

believe that I am not influenced by

William J. Norton

istration engaged in its own version

my opinion that it is a foolish law. I

Louis A. Rastovac

of price signaling. Reacting to a price

have little doubt that the country

Irving L. Rome

increase by U.S. Steel, President Car

likes it and I always say . . . that if

ter used the platform of a news con

my fellow citizens want to go to Hell,

ference to denounce the action.

I will help them."

Two months later the Carter admin

William G. Hansel

Unlike Braniff, U.S. Steel "accepted"

Alan Lubowitz

the proposal and shaved its price

Henry E. Schmalz

increase. Other steel producers also

Charles Peter Swerz

fell in tune with the signal.
This is an irony that would puzzle

1973
Thomas D. Colbridge

Reprinted from the Plain Dealer, April 8, 1983.

the usually imperturbable Tank

1978
Janice L. Edgehouse

McNamara. When a business uses a

Andrew J. Herschkowitz

news conference to announce price

Holly Mitten

changes, it is threatened with anti

Jay Schwartz

trust action; but when a "price sig

Victor E. Smukler

nal" from the president invites price

Richard C. Washington

fixing by private industry, it's
accepted as a political exception
to the antitrust laws.
The irony is that the leverage
behind the government's price signal
ing is the threat of an antitrust attack
against anyone who fails to accept
the price-fixing proposal.
Using the threat of antitrust as a
political bludgeon is as American as
apple pie and price-fixing. Best
remembered is John F. Kennedy's
having a grand jury impaneled to
investigate purported antitrust viola
tions by U.S. Steel after its president
broke a price-fixing "agreement"
with the administration by hiking
prices. An embittered JFK added to
the Camelot legend by saying: "My
father always told me that business
men were SOBs, but I never realized
till now how right he was."
To the Nixon administration, the
media were SOBs. Complaining that
the television networks purposely
ignored the administration's views, a
White House aide accused television
of monopolizing ideas and threatened
that unless a change occurred,
"You're going to find something done
in the area of antitrust . . . action."
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a B-l- and a note—'Well done.'"
Asked whether he remembers a
student named John Demer, Lewis
laughs, "Of course I remember John
Demer. He was one of the brightest
students I ever had—always well pre
pared, and he could come up with
some fascinating insights. And also—
he was a really good ping pong
player." The thought leads Lewis into
reminiscences about his association
with Demer^and others in what he
calls the "glory days" of the Law
School's intramural teams, when they
soundly walloped the medical school
and other opponents. Lewis ha<J a
sign on his office door that pro
claimed him to be Athletic Director
of the Law School. Now, he says, he

Professor Sidney B. Jacoby.

Professor Ovid C. Lewis.

remembers the years at the Law
School as "some of the happiest in
my life. The faculty, the students, the
whole operation—it was a terrific

Gift Honors Two Teachers

place."
The April, 1968, issue of the Case
Western Reserve Law Review was dedi
cated to Professor Lewis, "who pos

Few human relationships are as

of Justice] he held his first teaching

sesses [wrote the editors] those pro

special as the bond between a dedi

appointment at Georgetown Univer

fessional qualities most law students

cated, demanding teacher and a

sity. Now he again is living in the

respect and admire—challenging

bright, interested, and appreciative

Washington area, no longer teaching

classroom technique, acute legal

student. A recent pledge to the Law

but still at work. At present he. is

scholarship, and keen student rap

School's Annual Fund attests to the

writing a supplement to the Federal

port." The editors were particularly
impressed with the variety of Lewis's

respect and affection that develop

Practice Manual, bringing up to date

between teacher and student and

his two chapters on the Court of

interests and talents: he holds under

endure long after the student leaves

Claims, now the Claims Court.

graduate degrees in both chemistry

the school.
John A. Demer, Jr., who graduated

Ovid Lewis was a member of the

and psychology, he has taught mathe

law faculty from 1962 to 1976. He

matics and studied actuarial science,

at the head of his class in 1971, has

came with a J.D. degree from Rutgers

and for a time he played first violin

pledged $10,000 to the Law School in

(Newark] and during his years here

with the Des Moines Symphony

honor of two of his former teachers,

completed the LL.M. and J.S.D. at

Orchestra.

Sidney B. Jacoby and Ovid C. Lewis.

Columbia. In 1976 he went to the

The unrestricted gift will be paid to

Salmon P. Chase College of Law,

ored by the dedication of a Law

the Annual Fund in 10 installments

where he soon became dean, and in

Review issue (Spring, 1977] on his

over a 10-year period. Demer hopes

1979 he moved to his present post:

retirement from the Law School. Sev-,

that circumstances will actually per

he is dean of the Nova University

eral distinguished jurists and scholars

mit him to give more than $10,000

Center for the Study of Law in Fort

contributed testimonials to Jacoby's

during that time.

Lauderdale, Florida.

Demer practices in Cleveland with

Both teachers, says Demer, "had a

Professor Jacoby was similarly hon

excellence as lawyer, scholar, teacher,
and human being. Walter Gellhorn,

his brother Adrian. The firm, Demer

very significant impact on the direc

& Demer, was founded by their
father, who left the practice to

tion of my professional life." They

Columbia University, who as a young

were "two very different types of

faculty member first knew Jacoby as

become an administrative law judge

men," but, as Demer describes them

a student and a recent immigrant.

and has since retired. The John

both, one word keeps recurring: they

Demers, Sr. and Jr., traveled together

were both demanding.
In the classroom, says Demer,

in the U.S.S.R. last year; the younger
Demer's report of that trip was

"Ovid Lewis was far and away the

published in the February issue of

most demanding professor that I

In Brief.
Since Demer graduated, both
Jacoby and Lewis have left the Law

had." Demer remembers that he took
at least one course with Lewis in
each of his three years of law school.

School. Jacoby retired in 1976 as

He vividly remembers his "initiation

John C. Hutchins Professor of Law

into Ovid" in Constitutional Law:

after eight years on the faculty but

"He gave a pop quiz in class. Looking

taught for another five years at

back, I know the real purpose was to

Cleveland-Marshall. Born in Ger

shock the entire class—to let them

many, he received his first law degree
from the University of Berlin and, in

There were over a hundred in the

know how tough law school was.

1939, the LL.B. from Columbia Uni

class, and everyone received F,

versity. After the war he went back

except for three or four Ds and one

to Germany briefly with the prosecu
tion of the Nuremberg trials. After 17

B + . When he passed the quizzes
back, I didn't get mine. And I

years with the federal government

thought, 'What the hell is going on

(Railroad Retirement Board, Depart

here today? Did I do that bad?' Then
I found it stuck in my mailbox, with

ment of the Interior, and Department

University Professor Emeritus of

John A. Demer, Jr., 71.
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he was very quiet. I worked for him

nificant gift it's in memory of a person
who was important to the giver. I
decided that it's a better idea to make

some good to America." Lindsey

for four years, and he complimented

the gift in such a way that the people

Cowen, then dean, wrote: "His stu

me one time on my work. If he

you're trying to honor actually know

dents at Case Western are of course

didn't say anything, then you knew

about it." When Demer says that

aware that outside the University,

you had done a good job. We had

making the gift has been "really very

Professor Jacoby is respected as an

regular weekly meetings, and if he

gratifying," something tells his hearer

outstanding figure in the law. But

called and said we didn't need to

that that's an understatement.

they also know him as a rare teacher

meet—then "I knew everything

with a unique capacity to stimulate

was fine."

students and cultivate in them the

Jacoby remembers Demer now as
"the most outstanding research assis

commented that “the ill wind that

would settle for nothing short of it.

blew through Germany in his youth

That's just the way he operated. And

did indeed, in this instance, bring

spirit of independent analysis and
investigation."
Although Demer had courses with

tant I ever had in 24 years of teach

Professor Jacoby, who taught Civil

the manual much better than any
other assistant ever had done—he

Procedure and Federal Jurisdiction,

ing. He prepared the final version of

his "real association" was as Jacoby's
research assistant for two years. The

wrote a much more usable draft."

association continued after Demer's

to the Annual Fund, John Demer's

graduation: as an editor for the

pledge to the Law School has given

Banks-Baldwin Law Publishing Com

pleasure to a number of people. To

pany, he continued to work with

the dean and the faculty, who like to

Jacoby on his Ohio Civil Practice
Manual, and they wrote an article
together for the Cuyahoga County

to Professors Lewis and Jacoby, who

Bar publication.
Demer recalls that Jacoby

-K.E.T.

Besides being a welcome addition

see good teaching honored. Certainly
have been deeply moved by their for
mer student's gesture. And most of
all to John Demer himself, who says:

"demanded thoroughness and

"This is really why I did it. Most of

demanded correct work, and he

the time when someone makes a sig

Faculty Committee Reports on
Co-Curricular Programs
The report of the faculty committee
now awaits study and discussion by

participation by first-year students

on Co-Curricular Activities has com
pleted a yearlong study and submit

the administration and the full fac

attention of first-year students should

ted its report to Dean Ernest Gell-

ulty. As the report's introduction

be directed at the required courses of

horn. Professor Roger Abrams

states, "the recommendations are
intended to begin discussion, not end

the J.D. program."
The committee's recommenda

bers were Professor Melvyn Durch-

it." Interested alumni are encouraged

tions—both general and specific—are

slag and Vice Dean Daniel Clancy

to join in this discussion and to com

reprinted here.

(formerly associate dean for student

municate their views to Dean

affairs].
Appointed by the dean, the com

Gellhorn.
The committee's report sets forth

The Faculty Advisory Committee

chaired the committee; other mem

mittee was charged with evaluation

some basic principles on which the

of Law School publications, competi

recommendations are founded. The

tions, and the Academy—in particu

committee agreed that the Law
School must provide opportunities for

lar, the contribution of these pro
grams to the school's academic
program. To accomplish this task, the

students to develop the fundamental

committee received reports from the

these opportunities must be provided

student organizations and met twice

outside the regular course offerings.

with each group. It solicited opinions
from alumni (see last February's In

Co-curricular programs "are not
'frills,'" says the report, "but rather

Brief] and from other faculty mem

are essential elements of the aca

bers, and before preparing the final

demic offerings of the institution."

report it submitted a draft of the rele
vant section to each faculty adviser
of a co-curricular activity.

lawyering skills, and that some of

Hence their educational quality is
no less important than that of the
regular curriculum, and it is equally

Association created a parallel student

the faculty's responsibility to main
tain the quality of the educational

committee, complementing the fac

experience in curricular and co-curri

ulty committee, which would inde

cular settings. The committee further

pendently assess the co-curricular

agreed that co-curricular programs

programs from the student

should be designed primarily for sec

viewpoint.

ond- and third-year students and that

At the same time, the Student Bar
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should be discouraged: "the academic

General Recommendations
After reviewing the current efforts of
the Law School, the Committee has
reached some general conclusions and rec
ommendations with regard to co-curricu
lar programs.
1. As essential components of our aca
demic offering, co-curricular activities
warrant the continued full support of
the institution,
2. All faculty members must be en
couraged to participate in our co-curricular programs.
3. The administration should acknowl
edge and support faculty members who
assist co-curricular activities. In addi
tion, direct faculty responsibility for
co-curricular activities should be rotated
on a regular basis among all faculty
members.

4. Faculty advisors should play an
active rather than a passive role with
regard to the co-curricular activities they
advise. It is through the faculty that (a|
the educational values which form the
basis of the School's support can be arti
culated and (b| the achievement of the
educational goals of co-curricular activi
ties can be monitored and evaluated on
an on-going basis.
5. The Law School's co-curricular
activities should be coordinated by a sin
gle individual with appropriate decanal
status who would administer our
lawyering skills program.
6. First-year students should not par
ticipate in co-curricular activities on a
regular basis. It is educationa'lly advis
able for first-year students to concen
trate their full attention on the regular
courses of the J.D. program. 'The J.D.
Committee should consider ways of
integrating skills development into
the regular first-year program. For ex
ample, client counseling as well as brief
writing exercises can be made part
of the Research, Advocacy and
Writing Program.

members may choose to give traditional
speeches: others might be interested in
presenting "mini-classes" on particular
subjects or recent decisions over a twoor three-night period. Finally, informal
discussion groups involving students and
one or more faculty members, which we
might term "firesides," should be
planned,
4. The Academy should coordinate its
activities with other speakers' bureaus
both in the University and in the Cleve
land area. For example, the City Club
Forum brings major speakers to Cleve
land on a weekly basis. The Academy
should seek to attract these guests to the
Law School ¥or Friday evening pro
grams. These might be followed by
informal receptions in the Law School
Rotunda.
* 5. The Academy needs some shared
office space within the Law School
equipped with a telephone. In addition,
the Academy should have access to a
typewriter or word processing equip
ment for correspondence with visitors.

LAW REVIEW

Specific Recommendations
THE ACADEMY
The activities of the Academy play an
important informational and educative
role in the Law School's program. Over
the past few years, the Academy has spon
sored numerous speakers who have
shared their insights and experiences with
the student body. While some speakers
have provided less than what would have
been hoped, there has been sufficient con
tribution that the Committee believes that
the Academy deserves the continued sup
port of the institution. The Committee
makes the following recommendations:
1. The Academy should not present
weekly programs. In the past, there has
been an apparent attempt to fill the
scheduled time allotted to the Academy
for the sake of filling it. Academy pro
grams should be presented on a regular
basis, perhaps once or twice a month.
The Academy time slot in the schedule
could then be made available for meet
ings and make-up classes.
2. The Academy should be conscious
that the Law School community has a
"speaker saturation point." Therefore, it
should present a variety of different
types of programs both in subject matter
and format. Evening as well as daytime
programs should be planned. In addition
to major guest speakers, the Academy
should invite specialists in particular
fields of practice for more informal dis
cussions. While these programs may not
be of interest to the entire student body,
they may significantly enhance the edu
cational experience of a group of stu
dents interested in that particular field.
Variety, not only in the subjects dis
cussed but in the format of discussion,
wight also insure overall interest and
increase attendance.
3. The Academy should use members
of the faculty in their programs. The
Dean should encourage faculty to partic
ipate in these activities. Some faculty

More than any other student activity,
the Law Review publication directly
impacts on the Law School's external rep
utation. The Law School must commit the
resources necessary, both in faculty time
and financial support, to enhance the
quality of the publication. The Committee
recommends as follows:
1. The Law Review should modify the
writing competition as presently con
ducted and rely solely on grades for
selection of 35 students to the Review.
As presently conducted, the writing
competition consumes hundreds of
hours of valuable editor time in part
because of the timing of the competi
tion, before first-year grades are avail
able. The competition for the remaining
five positions should be conducted the
first week of the Fall Semester.
2. The Law Review must publish on
schedule. After that goal is accom
plished on a regular basis, the possibility
should be explored of expanding the
output of the Law Review from four to
six issues annually. The benefits to the
School and its reputation justify the
additional cost.
3. The faculty must support the Law
Review's activities by reading and evalu
ating submitted articles upon request of
the editors,
4. The Law School should make sti
pends available to three Review offi
cers—the editor-in-chief, an articles edi
tor and a note editor—to allow them to
work on Review articles during the
month of August. This will lessen the
financial sacrifice of their having to
leave a summer job one month early.
5. Attention should be paid to the
adequacy of the secretarial support ser
vice given to the Law Review.
6. Means must be found to encourage
increased productivity, particularly
among second-year associates. This
includes requiring earlier deadlines on
comprehensive outlines and first drafts,
more time on substantive cite checking
and more careful consideration of topics
by the senior editors. In addition, thirdyear note editors must take the time
necessary to become as conversant as

the writer with the substantive elements
of the piece being edited. The only other
alternative is to require greater faculty
involvement with note production.

MOOT COURT
Moot Court at the Law School has a
long and proud history of successfully
developing and refining brief writing and
oral advocacy skills both through the sec
ond-year Dumnere Program'arid the inter
scholastic competitions in^the third year.
The Dunmore Program has, over the past
several years, provided an opportunity for
oral advocacy and brief writing for ,
approximately 100 second-year students
over the course of two semesters. The
third-year board and the competitive
teams are selected from among Dunmore's
top advocates. These students, numbering
about 30-32, administer the next year's
Dunmore Program. Of that number, in
1982-83 approximately 20 served on the
five interscholastic competitive teams, 5
served as student advisors to those teams
and the remainder served in a purely
administrative capacity. Interscholastic
team members and advisors also serve as
second-year advisors for the Dunmore
Program. Responsibilities of Dunmore
advisors approximate those of Research,
Advocacy and Writing instructors, re
viewing drafts, advising on oral argument
techniques, etc.
The Moot Court Program has been very
expensive. The^ great bulk of money was
spent for interscholastic team travel and
expenses. Although beneficial for those
participating, only a few students were
able to share this experience. In addition,
about $9,000 has been divided among the
Dunmore advisors to compensate them for
their instructional work during semesters
when they were not receiving credit for
team participation. The Committee makes
the following recommendations:
1. The Moot Court program should
increase the opportunity for participa
tion by third-year students through the
creation of a distinctive "Third-Year
Class Competition." This Competition
might use the setting of an argument
before a trial judge on a summary judg
ment motion with a record including
affidavits, interrogatories, complaint and
answer. This opportunity, which would
be unique to our Law School, should
encourage greater participation by all of
the students in the development of oral
and brief-writing skills.
The Committee recognizes that there
would be certain difficulties implement
ing this concept. First, during the third
year many students' time is consumed
by non-law school related activities such
as employment. Therefore, there must
be some "pay-off" at the end of this
Competition, either monetary or in
terms of resume value, A second prob
lem is administrative. The size of the
Moot Court Board might have to be
increased by at least two persons to
administer the third-year competition.
Students who would administer this
Competition must be given some incen
tive to choose administering the Compe
tition over participating in it.
2. Part of the resources to create and
maintain this broader educational oppor
tunity must come from a cutback in the
number of interscholastic teams to no
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more than three. Choices as to which
interscholastic competitions we should
enter should be based on (a) the intellec
tual level of the problems, (b] the com
petitive level of the participating teams,
(c) the prestige value of success in the
competition, and (d| the cost of
competing.
3. The stipend to Dunmore advisors
was, when divided up, so small as to be
all but meaningless to most students
(about $200/year/student). The Commit
tee therefore recommends its abolition.
On the other hand, the token stipend
did reflect at least a "statement" by the
School that what these students were
doing was important. Therefore a substi
tute "statement" must be made. Credit
for their service is one such expression.
4. Because of the number of overlap
ping Moot Court programs, a significant
problem has arisen every year with
regard to obtaining judges for the vari
ous activities. In the very least, there
should be better coordination of this
function and lists of possible judges,
their specialties and prior service should
be computerized,
5. On a long-term basis, the possibil
ity of integrating the Moot Court Pro
gram and the first-year Research, Advo
cacy and Writing Program should be
explored. This can be done by the
decanal officer that we recommend be
appointed. (See above. General
Recommendations, 5.)

INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL
A specialist journal offers a unique
opportunity for taw students to wed their
interest in a particular subject matter with
the development of research, drafting and
editing skills. To some extent the ILJ has
done this. However, even the senior edi
tors of the ILJ are not required either to
have taken International Law or have any
equivalent prior experience (as, for exam
ple, undergraduate majors or work experi
ence). The International Law Journal's
staff has grown to rely on some 50 firstyear students for cite verification. The
Committee recommends as follows;
1. After a one-year transition period,
first-year students should no longer be
eligible for participation in the ILJ. This
recommendation is made in accordance
with the Committee's general recom
mendation that participation of first-year
students in all co-curricular activities
should be discouraged. (See above. Gen
eral Recommendations, 6.)
2. Thought should be given to
whether third-year students should be
required to have completed, or be
enrolled in, the course in International
Law, other courses in the field, or have
their equivalence from other experience.
It certainly would be valuable if stu
dents would be introduced to the sub
ject matter of their specialist publication
in order to contribute substantively in
the editorial process.
3. The ILJ actually produces four
issues a year. One of those is devoted to
Canada-U.S. matters. Reducing the total
output of the ILJ to three issues a year
will enhance its ability to produce
timely and quality scholarship. The
Committee believes that the CanadaU.S. issue should ultimately be the
responsibility of the Canada-U.S. Law
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Institute under its new director. Profes
sor Henry King. In order to establish a
separate line of responsibility for this
publication, the Committee recommends
that a separate student organization
should be established, working in coop
eration with the ILJ, to facilitate the
editing of the Canada-U.S. issue. This
recommendation is generally consistent
with organizational changes presently
being considered by the ILJ Executive
Board.

LAW AND HOUSING JOURNAL
The Law and Housing Journal has suf
fered from invisibility as the third student
publication in the Law School. When it
has published, it has only been able to
publish one issue a year. Some years it has
missed publication. In part this results
from the fact that there is only a very
small number of students with sufficient
interest in the subject area to make the
necessary commitment. The Committee,
therefore, makes the following
recommendations:
1. A definite decision should be made
with regard to the future of the Law and
Housing Journal at the Law School. Its
current status in limbo is unsettling for
those students involved in its activities
and inhibits work of merit. It is the
view of the Committee that the Law and
Housing Journal should be discontinued.
There simply is too small a pool of stu
dents interested in the area. Removal of
first-year students in accord with our
sixth general recommendation [supra]
will further reduce the pool of potential
workers. The Committee has no doubt
of the value of research and scholarship
on housing issues. However, the number
of people writing in the area and the
competition of more traditional journals
makes solicitation from outside the stu
dent body nearly impossible. Students
who would write for the Journal should
be encouraged to pursue their interests
through supervised research and existing
seminars.
2. First-year students should not be
permitted to work for the Law and
Housing Journal in any event, for rea
sons discussed above.

in the event Professor Leatherberry is
unable to conduct the Competition.
2. While the time commitment is min
imal, first-year students should not be
permitted to compete. The Client Coun
seling Competition should be open only
to second- and third-year students. The
Committee believes, however, that the
skill is sufficiently valuable that students
should be introduced to basic inter
viewing and counseling techniques in
the first year, preferably through the
Research, Advocacy and Writing
Program,
3. Rather than continue to send the
winning team from the interscholastic
competition to participate in the intra
scholastic competition, the Law School
should offer an internal incentive, e.g.,
a trophy or cash award.

HEALTH MATRIX
Last year the Law School joined with
the Medical, Management, Social Science,
Dentistry and Nursing Schools to establish
an interdisciplinary journal in the field of
health care. Dr. Duncan Neuhauser of the
Medical School serves as faculty editor of
the publication. This new endeavor, which
has recently published its first issue,
promises to create a distinctive literature.
Participation by law students also pro
vides a unique opportunity to obtain
needed writing and research skills in a
growing field of legal concern. The Com
mittee recommends as follows:
1. The Law School should reaffirm its
commitment to Health Matrix and
insure that it has adequate office space
and support services.
2. Health Matrix should structure its
organization, so as to "institutionalize”
itself. One way of doing this is to make
Health Matrix an integral part of The
Law-Medicine Center with the Director
serving as faculty advisor to those law
students who participate.
3. Consistent with our recommenda
tion regarding first-year participation,
first-year students should not be eligible
to participate in the work of Health
Matrix.

MOCK TRIAL

CLIENT COUNSELING
Interviewing and counseling skills are
essential to effective lawyering and thus
should be a part of a well-balanced law
school education. To some extent these
skills are provided in the Lawyering
Process course which enrolls some 60-70
students per year. The Client Counseling
Competition supplements that course, giv
ing greater opportunities to greater num
bers of students. Any student is eligible to
participate. The Client Counseling Compe
tition is presently administered by Profes
sor Wilbur Leatherberry with little or no
assistance from any student board except
as he can recruit individuals from year to
year. The Committee recommends as
follows:
1. The Competition should be admin
istered by a small board of third-year
students, under the supervision of a fac
ulty advisor. This will provide continuity

Mock Trial, as it presently operates, con
sists of four interscholastic teams: two
teams for the National Competition and
one each for Allegheny and ATLA. A total
of ten people participate, including both
second- and third-year students. Trial
practice is apparently not a prerequisite.
Professor James McElhaney is primarily
(or at least ultimately) responsible for both
the present success and continued exist
ence of the program. In the late spring,
approximately 80 first and second-year
students compete for the ten places on the
teams for the following academic year by
engaging in a five-minute opening state
ment, a five-minute direct examination
and a five-minute closing argument. The
Committee recommends as follows:
1. The Mock Trial program should be
"institutionalized." An individual faculty
member should not be required to carry
the burden of total administration of the
program, although his/her advice and
supervision should be maintained. Nor

should the benefit of the program be
dependent upon his/her continuing
interest and availability. At present, six
of the ten students who participated in
the 1982-83 competitions are secondyear students. They should constitute
next year's Mock Trial Board and one
person should be designated to chair
the Board.
2. Mock Trial should be looked upon
as supplementary and complementary to
existing J.D. offerings in the Trial Prac
tice area and not as distinct therefrom.
Second-year students desiring to com
pete for a place dn an interscholastic
team should register for Evidence and
Trial Practice during their second year,
and team members should be'third-year
students selected from among those who
have had curricular training. The Mock
Trial Board would consist of tlie persons
selected to participate on the interscho
lastic teams and one person should be
designated to chair the Board.
3. Consideration should be given to
the establishment of a second year Liti
gation Competition on the order of the
Dunmore Competition, emphasizing the
totality of litigative skills including draft
ing pleadings, applying discovery tech
niques, preparing and arguing motions,
preparing trial briefs, trying issues and
preparing and arguing post-trial motions.
This Litigation Competition is likely to
require a semester and conceivably a
year of activity. Credit could be awarded
on the same basis as participation in the
Dunmore Competition. In addition, par
ticipation by third-year students should
be encouraged.
4. The Law School's participation in
interscholastic competitions should be
reduced to two. Decisions regarding
which competitions to enter should be
based on (1) quality of the competition,
(2) quality of the other school entrants,
(3) writing requirements, and (4) cost of
competing.

Health Matrix
Case Western Reserve University has

Sigrid Haines, '84, this year's edi

a new publication, Health Matrix: The

tor, says that Health Matrix "is now
in the process of institutionalizing'

Quarterly Journal of Health Services
Management. It is a joint undertaking
of six of the University's professional

itself." Most of the current staff are
law students, but, as in years past,

schools; law, nursing, medicine, den

fall recruitment meetings are planned

tistry, management, and applied

to encourage participation, by stu
dents from "fhe other schools. This

social sciences. Health Matrix is a
unique publication, truly interdisci
plinary.
The concept for an interdisciplinary

year's editorial staff is "extremely
enthusiastic," says Haines; "we look
forward to a successful year.ge,tting

journal came from Michael D. Witt,

the journal off the ground."

'82, who came to the Law School

The Health Matrix staff is guided by
Duncan Neuhauser, the journal's fac

vyith a doctorate in pharmacology.
Drawn by the Law-Medicine Center,

ulty editor, who is well equipped to

Witt was disappointed to find that

oversee this interdisciplinary journal.
He holds three concurrent appoint

CWRU seemed to be doing less than
it might to integrate its professional
programs. Witt put a great deal of
time into the journal he thought

ments at the University: in the
School of Medicine he is a professor
of epidemiology and community

should be produced, and he gradu

health and also of medicine, and he

ated just as the first issue's contents

is an adjunct professor of organiza

were mailed to the publishers. He is

tional behavior in the Weatherhead

now an associate with Warner &
Stackpole in Boston.

ing to Case Western Reserve he

School of Management. Before com

The first issue of Health Matrix
came out last February under the edi
torship of Steven N. Gonzalez, '83.

taught at the Harvard Business

The journal featured articles on

Health Matrix is that the improve

genetic engineering and the infant
formula debate, an "Interdisciplinary

ment of health and medical care

School for nine years.
The basic assumption behind

requires the coordinated efforts of

Grand Rounds" on Cimetidine, an

the different health-related profes

editorial, book reviews, short articles

sions. These professions must be able

on topics of interest, and a summary
of recent cases and statutes that

to speak the same language, learn
from each other, and exchange ideas.

affect the heatlh care profession.
Nearly 3,000 health professionals

In Health Matrix, the University has
an interdisciplinary bridge to help

have expressed an interest in sub

achieve these goals.

scribing to Health Matrix.

Derrick Bell Lectures at Law School
Derrick A. Bell, Jr., dean of the

State University. The semiannual

University of Oregon Law School,

Halle Lectureship is made possible by

visited Case Western Reserve near
the end of the spring semester. He

Memorial Fund of the Cleveland

the Eugene S. and Blanche R. Halle

met informally with students and fac

Foundation. It provides an opportu

ulty, participated in classes in consti

nity for Cleveland lawyers and law

tutional law and in state and local

teachers to come together and to hear

government, and delivered an Acad
emy lecture.

a distinguished speaker from out of

Before becoming dean at Oregon,
Bell taught at the Harvard Law

town. A Halle lecturer spends a day
at each school and also delivers an
address to the bar downtown.

School for 11 years. He is a former
director of the Office of Civil Rights.
Among his writings are the text Race,

Racism and the American Law and a
series of essays. Shades of Brown: New
Perspectives on School Desegregation.
Bell visited Cleveland as a Halle
Lecturer, sponsored jointly by the
Greater Cleveland Bar Association
and the law schools of Case Western
Reserve University and Cleveland

Dean Derrick A. Bell, Jr.
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Wendell Albert Falsgraf,
1904-1983
"Wendell A. Falsgraf, '28,
was an outstanding lawyer
and citizen of Ohio. His
accomplishments and honors
were many and cannot be
quickly summarized. How
ever, what to my mind most
closely typifies him is the
Society of Benchers. He was
one of its founders, an
author of its bylaws, and its
chairman. In the society he
has left the Law School a
cherished legacy. He himself
surely met the standard set
forth in the bylaws: he dem
onstrated 'outstanding dedi
cation to the welfare of [the
community] and to the main
tenance of the principles of
the legal profession.' He
enriched the communities in
which he lived, and his work
and character reflected
honor on the Law School.
We shall miss him."
—Dean Ernest Gellhorn
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by Charles R. Ault, '51
Daniel Webster once wrote, "Jus

,

the character, the personality, the

time, talents, and treasure, and he

integrity, and the sensitivity of Wen

insisted that those who worked with

dell Falsgraf, the man, the husband,

him do the same. It was standard

tice is the great interest of man on

the father, and the friend. Some anec

earth. It is the ligament which holds

dotes are a better illustration, for a

civilized beings and civilized nations

life is really a series of anecdotes.

operating policy in the Falsgraf law
firm for the lawyers to commit 25
percent of theirJime fp professional

together. Wherever her temple

When Wendell was in high school,

and community affairs. He gave even

stands, and so long as it is duly hon

he befriended a fellow classmate who

ored, there is a foundation for social

was a dwattf. In those days, espe

more and was a tough act to follow,
and few, whether employee, partner,

security, general happiness, and the

cially it was not easy to be friends

client, or friend, refused when.’asked

improvement and progress of our

with someone who was "different."

to serve on a committee to raise
funds or work for a special cause.

race. And whoever labors gn this edi

% the early 40s, that dwarf had

fice with usefulness and distinction,

become a corporate executive and

whoever clears its foundations,

was given the opportunity by a fam

unrelenting in making certain that

strengthens its pillars, adorns its

ily of wealthy Cincinnati industrial

the lawyers in his office provided

entablatures, or contributes to raise

ists to pick a lawyer and his firm to

legal services with competence and

its august dome still higher in the

on time for the benefit of our clients.

skies, connects himself in name, and

represent their business interests in
Cleveland. The dwarf picked his

fame, and character, with that which

friend from high school, Wendell

Wendell was a hard taskmaster and

No aspect of the law, when it
affected service to the client, was

is and must be as durable as the

Falsgraf, and while Wendell would

inconsequential, and if you forgot

frame of human society."

undoubtedly have been successful

or ignored that principle, you would

Wendell Albert Falsgraf, known to

without this legal business, for many

never forget the wrath of Falsgraf.

most of us as "Whitey," labored on

years it was the cornerstone upon

We were well prepared for the

this edifice with usefulness and dis

which the firm grew and expanded.

merger in 1971 with Baker

tinction to a degree that few men
ever achieve.

Whenever an event occurred in a

& Hostetler.

family of someone in the firm, Wen

Yes, Wendell's concepts of justice

I first heard the name Whitey Fals

dell and his beloved wife, Kate, were

graf in the hot, long summer of 1949

always the first to visit and to extend

permeated his wide-ranging interests,
his sensitivities were great, and his

when I was looking for a Job as a

sympathy and support at a time of

accomplishments have left a lasting

clerk with a law firm. My brother-in-

loss, or provide joy and gifts on a

mark on his community, his friends,

law told me that the five-man firm of

happy occasion. We still have in our

his family, and upon each of us who
worked with him. Perhaps my most

Falsgraf, Reidy & Pangrace was look

keepsake trunk the cashmere bonnet

ing for a replacement for a clerk who

Kate and Wendell so thoughtfully

lasting personal impression was that

had recently graduated from that sta

brought to our apartment the week

he lived for the future and looked to

tus to low man on the firm's legal

we brought our first-born home in

the future, while at the same time

totem pole. My father-in-law added

1950, while I was still a senior at law

building a path for those following

that Falsgraf, then 45 years old, was

school. The Falsgraf home was

him.

a winner and that if I could hitch my

always a social center for the mem

wagon to his star, and stay hitched-

bers and staff of the firm. These were

all would go well. Since I knew the

not formal occasions, although there

former clerk from junior high school

were some of those as well, but fam

days, obtaining the hiring interview

ily occasions where you brought the

was easy. And so, on August 1, 1949,
for 50 dollars a month, I started work

kids and Wendell would go down on

part-time. From that day forward

worms on the hook and pull out the

his dock and help them put the

Wendell—we never called him

bass, and rather than throw the fish

Whitey in the office—was my mentor,

back in his overstocked pond, he

my boss, eventually my partner and

would explain why these fish made

most of all, my friend.

good fertilizer for the peonies.

Certainly, we had our differences,
for Wendell was a man of strong but

interest in doing something about

Many of us remember Wendell's

honest conviction, as is the case with

housing for blacks in the 50s, long

most intelligent, successful lawyers—
for that matter, most successful lead

before it became fashionable or

ers, and Wendell was both. His obitu

matters in the community. While

ary in the Plain Dealer is testimony to
that. Further evidence can be found

Garden Valley cannot be claimed as a

in Who's Who in America, as well as
in the many newspaper and other

helped bring together black leader
ship and corporate leadership in the

articles written about him during his
lifetime. During the first decade of

relocation problems caused by city

his career he was, for many months,

planning programs.

headline material in his fight to
establish a strong civil service system
in Cleveland, a system which exists
to this day.
A listing of his civil and profes
sional activities could only suggest

Editor's Note: The above is a shortened
form of the eulogy delivered at the
funeral service. May 27, by Charles R.
Ault, friend and law partner of Wendell
A. Falsgraf and a successor to him in
the presidency of the Law Alumni
Association.

acceptable openly to advocate such

Falsgraf project, he and the firm

Cleveland community to address the

At the end of his biographical
description in Who's Who appears the
Falsgraf motto, "Do more than is
expected—expect less than is
deserved." The motto was more than
just words. Wendell gave of his own
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Abstracts

Case Western Reserve Law Review

Morris G. Shanker, The Past,
Present and Future of True Leases
and Disguised Security Agreements:
An Old Problem in Modern
Apparel, 7 Canadian Business Law

1 (Fall 1982).

Journal

Melvyn R. Durchslag, Salyer,
Ball and Holt: Reappraising the
Right to Vote in Terms of Political
"Interest” and Vote Dilution, 33

288 (February 1983).

nious mind of man typically will out
pace any legislative attempt to write
specific rules that tell what is and
what is not a disguised security inter
est." He thus argues that "it may be
wise to leave things as they are
[since] the quest for certainty through
more specific statutory rules will, I

There is no debate about the right
to vote being fundamental to Ameri
can democracy. But the Supreme

For various commercial and tax
reasons, many prefer to "lease"
goods rather than buy them outright.

fear, turn out to be rather elusive."
Notwithstanding, Professor Shanker
proposes certain ideas which might

Thus, a major leasing industry has
developed to serve those needs. How

be incorporated in future statutes if,

tion clause to ensure that right has
led to an "interest" exception. That

ever, the courts have often ruled that

them are (1) that all leases for more

exception queries whether the plain

many of these so-called "leases" actu

than a short term should be publicly

tiffs are sufficiently interested in the
activities of a governmental unit to

ally are "sales" arrangements: more
precisely, they are "conditional sales"

all transactions in which the "lessee"

merit the equal right of participation.

which, to be valid, must follow the

enjoys a high percentage of the useful

Court's reliance on the equal protec

in fact, they are enacted. Among

filed to retain their priority; (2) that

rules set out in Article 9 of the Uni

life of the chattel would be presumed

exception—how political "interest"

form Commercial Code dealing with

to be security agreements; and (3)

might be defined and how that defi

security interests. Such a court ruling

that all leases—even short-term

nition affects the problem of vote

can disappoint the expectations of

dilution. The article posits that in the

those who drafted a document as a

three cases where the court has

lease. Thus, there recently has been a

This article focuses on the interest

relied on the interest exception to

great deal of legal literature—both

sustain an exclusionary and/or

judicial opinions and legal commenta

leases—ought to be treated as sales
transactions.

tees of various legal organizations

Morris G. Shanker, The Victors
and Casualties of the Recent Prod
ucts Liability Wars (Invading the
Legislative Turf), 46 Texas Bar

dilute current voters' power and thus

have been organized to consider

Journal

disrupt the political community.

whether new statutes are needed to

weighted voting scheme, it has failed

ries—discussing when a document is

to focus on the determinative ques

a true lease or a disguised conditional

tion, whether granting claimants'

sales arrangement. Similarly, commit

assertion of franchise rights would

Because dilution is the central con
cern, courts must analyze the powers

clarify the present situation.
Professor R. C. C. Cuming recently
wrote a major paper describing the

185 (February 1983).

Decisions from Texas and else
where have indicated that a products
liability case may be litigated under

delegated to the particular govern
mental entity, against whom and for

judicial decisions, both in the United

"alternative" theories of Commercial

whose benefit those powers may be

States and Canada, on this subject.

Code warranties or strict liability in

exercised, and whether the resulting

Shanker's article critiques that paper
and adds a number of novel ideas of

tort. These decisions then suggest
between these two theories. The

franchise is distributed. The article

his own.
First Shanker points out that, con

concludes that absent substantial

trary to current wisdom, the problem

notes that much confusion will result

dilution, the claimants' asserted right

is not a new one. Quite to the con

because of these erroneous judicial

to vote must be granted.

trary, it essentially is the same prob

suggestions. The author further sug

lem first addressed by the equity

gests that, contrary to judicial state

benefit and burden distribution com
ports with the manner in which the

author doubts that this is so and

courts in the 17th century when they

ments respecting legislative suprem

declared that a creditor holding a

acy, the courts, in fact, have denied it

mortgage could not lawfully contract
for ownership rights in the underly

in products liability matters.
While this article focuses on the sit

ing collateral. Under this long-estab

uation brought about by a recent

lished rule, a secured creditor is lim

Texas decision, its message is applica

ited to the rights of a creditor. He

ble to the many other states whose

may not validly contract for owner

courts also have declared that strict

ship rights in his debtor's property

tort and UCC warranties are parallel

(collateral). According to Shanker,

or alternative theories.

this essentially is the basic question
which arises in determining whether
a so-called lease is, in substance, a
disguised security agreement, i.e., a
conditional sales contract. He notes
that the current authorities often fail
to appreciate this critical historical
background.
Shanker also doubts that new stat
utes can be drafted to give better
insight into the field. He notes that
"lawyers are quite ingenious to avoid
their applicability [and that] the inge
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that there are significant differences

Ernest Gellhorn, Regulatory
Reform and the Federal Trade Com
mission's Antitrust Jurisdiction, 49
Tennessee Law Review

471 (Spring

1982).
This article evaluates the FTC's

t

antitrust performance for two peri
ods. First, it reviews all 44 of the
final orders issued by the commission
in antitrust cases for 1979 (the most
recent year in which an official vol
ume is available). Then it identifies
the major antitrust cases handled by
the FTC in the last six years. In both
reviews, an efficiency-based con
sumer welfare standard is applied to
measure the commission's actions:
were they designed (or likely) to
increase efficiency and ensure a more
competitive market? More specifi
cally, were the practices challenged

Patricia Ferry, Sonia Solomonoff and Jean Carter recently celebrated their 10th anniversary as
employees of Case Western Reserve University. Ferry is executive assistant to the dean,
Solomonoff is catalog librarian, and Carter is a faculty secretary. The three were presented with
C.H. Cramer's histories of Case Western Reserve University and the Law School and treated to
lunch at the Play House Club.

by the FTC likely to create a cartel or
exclude competitors from the market,
in which case the prohibition would
increase competition; or were they
likely to make the firm more efficient
and enable it to offer its products and
services at a lower price, in which
case the prohibition would decrease
competition?
Both reviews of the FTC actions
support the conclusion that the FTC's

Kingman Brewster
1983 Canary Lecturer
The Honorable Kingman Brewster

antitrust actions in the last half of the

will deliver this year's Sumner

1970s did not serve the consumer's
welfare. At best only 14 of 44 actions

Canary Lecture on Thursday, October

decided in 1979 seem justified. Like

Care about Coercive Use of Federal

6. His topic: "Does the Constitution

wise, few of the major antitrust

Funding?" Tickets and further infor

actions prosecuted during this period

mation may be obtained from the
Office of External Affairs.

promoted consumer welfare.
In examining these deficiencies, the

Kingman Brewster took his under

author concludes that they lie not in

graduate degree at Yale in 1941 and,

the FTC commissioners or staff, the

after service as a naval aviator during

size of the agency's budget, or its lim

the Second World War, studied law at

ited authority. Rather, they lie in the

Harvard. After a year in the Euro

redundancy of the commission's anti

pean headquarters of the Marshall

trust assignment, the mingling of its

Plan and a year at the Massachusetts

consumer protection and antitrust
responsibilities, and the degree of its
vulnerability to interest group pres

Institute of Technology, he served for
vard Law School. He left Harvard to

sures. Thus he concludes that consol
idation of the FTC within the Anti

he became president of Yale in 1963.

trust Division of the Justice
Department is justified and should be

spring of 1977 to become American

implemented now.

ambassador to Great Britain, where

10 years on the faculty of the Har
become provost at Yale in 1960, and
He resigned as president in the

he served until 1981. He is currently
writing a book and serving as counsel
to the New York law firm of Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam & Roberts.
The Sumner Canary Lectureship
was established in memory of a dis

Kingman Brewster.
Ohio and judge of the Ohio Court of
Appeals for the Eighth District.
The first Sumner Canary Lecture

tinguished graduate of the Law

was delivered in April, 1981, by for

School, Class of 1927. Sumner

mer U.S. Attorney General Griffin
Bell. Brewster's address will be the

Canary was one of Cleveland's best
known lawyers for more than 40

second in the annual'series, which

years, a partner in the firm of Arter
and Hadden, and an expert in insur

brings distinguished lecturers to the

ance law. He served also as U.S.

current interest and importance to
the profession and to the community.

attorney for the Northern District of

Law School to address subjects of
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Class Notes
1928

Arthur S. Goldsmith, a life
master in contract bridge, is
still actively practicing law and
has no plans to retire. George
P. Gongwer, who lives in
Ashland, is another still-active

Willis L. Hotchkiss writes
from Des Plaines, Illinois, that
he is recovering from a stroke
and busy writing his autobiog
raphy.
1931

Lester J. Farber, still
actively practicing law, has
retired as chief attorney
adviser of the Navy Family
Allowance Activity in Cleve
land. This was the first Navy
legal office in Cleveland, set
up and staffed by Farber
in 1975.
1933
Half of the 42 living mem
bers of the class attended the
50-year reunion in May; Vic
tor De Marco and Clark E.
Morrow were the reunion cochairmen, and Robert D.
Moss was responsible for the
class gift. The following brief
notes come from a wealth of
information submitted for a
class newsletter, which is
available on request.
Harold H. Barnett, retired
and living in Cleveland,
attended the reunion; John K.
Bartram, of Marion, sent his
regrets. Stanley M. Beckerman returned from Florida for
the reunion; he is a past presi
dent of the Broward County
Bar Association. James A.
Bravo, with the firm of Bravo
& Bernstein since 1938, is now
semi-retired. Aaron A.
Caghan, one of the first spe
cialists in labor law in the
country, was with the U.S.
Department of Labor from
1939 to 1973 and continued in
arbitration until 1980. J. Har
mon Cohen gave up his law
office a year ago but still does
some practice from his home.
Victor De Marco, who
retired from Jones, Day, Reavis
& Pogue in 1981, is now prac
ticing with his son Robert and
is law director for the City of
South Euclid. Louis J. Doria,
retired in Naples, Florida,
works part-time in the law
library there and provides
legal assistance for the elderly.
Both Doria and Harold Fallon
were touring Europe at
reunion time; Fallon is still
active in practice in Cleveland.
Arthur W. Fiske, Cleveland
law librarian, also had to miss
the reunion.

practitioner. Harry Jaffe (see
photo) was reassigned to full
time duty two days after retir
ing from the Common Pleas
Court; he recently traveled in
Israel and was invited by Meir
Shamgar, deputy president of
the Supreme Court of Israel, to
sit with him on the bench.
(Five years ago Jaffe had
hosted Shamgar in Cleveland.)
John Q. Jennings came
from New York for the
reunion; he is head of an inter
national economic consulting
firm that specializes in
minimizing strikes and max
imizing productivity. Glendon
H. Juergens is living in Flor
ida, retired after a career with
the Ostendorf-Morris Company
and the Shaker Savings Associ
ation. Allyn D. Kendis and
his two sons, James D., '66,
and Robert D., '69, practice
together in Cleveland, spe
cializing in workers'
compensation,
John H. Kerr, now in Flor
ida, retired as vice president
and general counsel of TRW
Inc. in 1968; unable to attend,
he sent "regrets, regards, and
my very best wishes." Myron
R. Lewis is still in active prac
tice, and Maurice Maschke,

Jr., returned to the law in 1974

D.

J'

after a "business interval"
from 1938 to 1974. Bernard
C. Moloney, who practices in
Marion, missed the reunion
because of illness in the family.
Evan W, Morris, president of
Volcanic Heater, Inc., in Alli
ance, is "presently sidelined
due to ill health, but not antici
pating retirement"; Morris's
father (Arthur W., '08) and
his brother (William A., '38)
graduated from the Law
School, and so did three of
Morris's children: Sarah

Morris Brown, '68, John D.
Morris, '74, and Jane D.
Morris, '71.
E. Clark Morrow, who
practices in Newark, Ohio, is a
past president of the Licking
County Bar Association.
Robert D. Moss was featured
in the autumn, 1982, issue of
In Brief as "Dean of Barberton
Lawyers." Edwin D.
Northrop was assistant vice
president of Casavant Freres
Ltd. before retirement in 1978;
since that date his activities
are "mostly Masonic."
Clarence J. Oviatt and
Joseph M. Poe had to send
regrets. Joseph A. Ranallo
was with TRW Inc. until he
retired in 1973; he serves occa
sionally on arbitration panels.
Benjamin Reich, who has
specialized in labor law, is
"still active—minimally."
Jane Berg Slavin, the only
woman in the class, came all
the way from California for

mtiZmZ7 S"

w'll-'rr

her first visit in many years.

Stanley G. Webster, still prac

being in Cleveland, was assis
tant director, then director of
law, in East Cleveland from
1938 to 1972. Walter G.
Whitlatch, retired last Decern
ber from the Juvenile Court, is
a past president of the
National Council of Juvenile
and Family Court Judges. King
A. Wilmot was forced by lastminute illness to cancel plans
to return from Florida.
1934
The Supreme Court of Ohio
has appointed Willard Barry
chairman of the Board of Com
missioners on the Unauthor
ized Practice of Law. (He has
been a member.)

T "l"" “

Joseph J. Sommer was
appointed last January to the
staff of Ohio Governor Richard
F Celeste as executive assis
tant for cabinet affairs.

Charles R. Schaefer has
f ‘he Financial Management
Seminars Committee of the
ABAs Economics of Law Practice Section.

1957
Kenneth Mundy has been
m the news as attorney for
U.S. Congressman 'Louis
Stokes, charged in Maryland
with a driving violation;
Mundy was one of seven law
yers featured in a Washington

1971
A merger of the firms of
Honohan & Harwood and Cop^ns & Schneider has brought
jyiichael T. Honohan, '61
and Cray J. Coppins, Jr. into
partnership in the new firm of
Honohan Harwood, Coppins
& Schneider, L.RA.
Carl A. Nunziato writes
from Youngstown: "I have
been appointed chairman of
the newly organized Gover
nor's Council on Disabled Perof?r' T’]'"
composed
of disabled and non-disabled

May 22,

Lions of the Law."
1960

Harry Jaffe, '33 Irightj, w.th.Meir Sharrrgar

Robert M. Lustig has been
named assistant secretary and
chief legal counsel of the R.R
Carbone Construction
Company.
1937
attorney I am now semiretired. My two lawyer sons
run my office in Lima, Ohio
and I spend my time between
Lima and Delray Florida."
1943

Robert J. Felixson writes
from Los Angeles: "As of year
rln ^
president and
LbO of Growth Realty Com
panies (NYSE), and continue as
consultant to the company. I
am reactivating my family
Company-Diversified Realty
Enterprises Corp.-to continue
property investment and man
agement, and to engage in real
estate investment banking."

Franklin C. Salisbury and
his wife, Tamara, were hon
ored last spring by the Interna
tional Society of Quantum
Biology for their work as exec
utive director and deputy
director, respectively, of the
National Foundation for Can,n gi" IT,
in Stockholm.)

(See photo, taken
dinner

1938
David D. Green writes that
ne has moved to Portsmouth,
Virginia, and has "retired from
about 65% of our manufactur-

1948

Gilbert N. Mueller is a
commissioner of the California
Superior Court, Orange
County; Superior Court com
missioners are appointed for
life by the other Superior
Court judges, and they have
all the powers of judges.
Albert Ohralik wrote back
Horn vacation in SwitzerlandIvecome to relax on a skiing
holiday. However, when I look
out and down from a gondola I
wonder whether I undergo tor
ture."
1950
A. Robert Johnson has
retired from the Progressive
Insurance Company. (He was
vice president, operations.)

rep. business. Plan to
Work till the year 2000."

1951

1940

John H. Gherlein has been
installed as president of the
Bar Association of Greater
Cleveland, succeeding Gerald

Albert IVI. Heavilin, for 17
years law director for Mayfield
"eights, has retired from the
position.

S. Gold, '54.
1941

Joseph Quatman writes:
Having served as Allen
v-ounty probate-juvenile Judge
'ater as judge. Third District
vourt of Appeals, and then as

a corporate labor and utility

I

1952
Richard Mesrobian is an
administrative law judge with
tlie U S. Department of Health
and Human Services in Wash
ington, D.C., appointed in
November, 1981.

1961
A merger of the firms of
Honohan & Harwood and Coppms & Schneider has brought
Michael T. Honohan and
CrayJ. Coppins, Jr„ '71, foto
partnership in the new firm of
Honohan, Harwood, Coppins
& Schneider, L.RA.
1964
The Honorable Harry A
Hanna, judge of the Cuyahoga
County Court of Common
Pleas, was the speaker May 20
at a lunch and lecture spon
sored by the Criminal Law
Cominittee of the Bar Associa
tion of Greater Cleveland
Thomas A. Heffernan and
Ur. Patrick J. Sweeney were
co-chairmen of the Ninth
Annual Evening of Medicine a
program jointly sponsored in
March by the Bar Association
of Greater Cleveland and the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation.
Heffernan has co-chaired the
program for seven years. An
article by him appeared in the
April issue of the Cleveland Bar
Journal, "Thermography-New
Tool for the Trial Lawyer?"
1966

Paul Brickner is an admin
istrative law judge with the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services in Washing
ton, D.C., appointed in
November, 1981.

persons, will advise the gover
nor and the legislature on all
matters pertaining to disabled
citizens m Ohio. We welcome
any comments from CWRU
law alumni."
1972
tne u.b. Securities and
Exchange Commission in
Washington, worked last year
m New York for Chemical
Bank as part of the president's
Executive Exchange Program.
Robert N. Rapp has
recently published articles in
the Case Western Reserve Law
Review, the Washington and Lee
Law Review, and Crain's Cleve-

land Business.
1973

iMithony O. Brown, who is
with Jenner & Block in Chi
cago, teaches business law on
the adjunct faculty of North
western University.
Leslie Evans expects to
leave the University of Miami
at the end of the summer with
M.B.A. and LL.M. degrees and
to return to Cleveland.
Miles J. Zaremski is part
ner in charge of health care lit
igation for the Chicago firm of
Fohrman, Lurie, Sklar &
Smon, and he is editor in
chief of Law, Medicine &
Health Care, published by the
American Society of Law and
Medicine in Boston.

1967

Michael R. Kube was
as chairman
of the Negligence Law Section
Of the Ohio Academy of Trial
Lawyers.
1969

Robert D. Kendis recently
became chairman of the WorkSection of
the Ohio Academy of Trial
Lawyers.

1974

.f®*" Harab, who has been
with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office since gradu
ation IS now managing attor
ney for the trademark examin
ing operation.
K. Mark Harman has
moved from Wisconsin to the
Lepl Department of Abbott
Laboratories in North Chicago
Stephanie 'Ibbbs Jones was
one of 90 black women judges
eatured m a recent article in
trbony magazine.

Kate A. Breunig has
become a partner at Vandemark & Baumgartner in Elyria,
Ohio.
David Faye has been with
the National Labor Relations
Board in Philadelphia for four
years. He was married last
November to Carole Brown.
1980

James G. Glazebrook just

The Lake County (Ohio} Bar Association recently installed the new
officers for 1983-84, and all four are graduates of the CWRU Law
School: Donald H. Klingenberg, '73, secretary; Gerald R. Walker, '73,
treasurer; Abraham Cantor, '73, vice president; and Eugene M.
Adelman, '56, president. They were sworn in by the Honorable Fred V.
Skok of the Lake County Probate Court on June 10.

moved to New York to join the
commercial litigation depart
ment of Alexander & Green.
For two and a half years he
clerked for U.S. District Court
Judge John Reed in Orlando,
Florida.
Peter M. Sikora has been
named deputy legal counsel
to Ohio Governor Richard F.
Celeste.

1981

IN MEMORIAM
Walter I. Krewson, '20

March 18, 1983
Oscar A. Hunsicker, '22
Society of Benchers

April 18, 1983
Wayland K. Sullivan, '22

June 23, 1983
Wendell A. Falsgraf, '28
Society of Benchers

May 25, 1983
Paul A. Rampe, '35

March 8, 1983
Sherman F. Tramer, '39

May 30, 1983
W. S. Tyler Miller, '43

March 1, 1983
Jonathan M. Ault, '83

June 21, 1983

Nannette M. Swadey has
Appointed by Ohio Governor
Richard Celeste, Margery B.
Koosed began a four-year
term last January on the State
Public Defender Commission.
As coordinator of the Ohio
Death Penalty Task Force, she
has contributed to and co
edited the Ohio Death Penalty
Manual and the Motions Man

ual for Capital Cases.
1975

Edmund Round has
become associated with the
firm of Penca & Damiani in
Cleveland; he was formerly
with the Antitrust Division of
the U.S. Department of Justice.
Peter H. Winslow is now a
partner in the Washington firm
of Scribner, Hall & Thompson.
Gary Leo Yost was elected
(last November) judge of the
Ashtabula County Court, East
ern Division, in Jefferson,
Ohio. He maintains a private
practice in Jefferson.
1976

Patrick A. Guida, formerly
with Cleveland's Society
National Bank, is now vice
president and counsel in the
Legal Services Group of Hospi
tal Trust National Bank, Provi
dence, Rhode Island.
Barney K. Katchen is now
associated with the firm of
Citrino, Balsam, DiBiasi &
Daunno in Nutley, New Jersey.
He and his wife, Victoria A.
Morrison, announce the birth
of Elizabeth Susan.
Robert G. McCreary III
has been made partner in the
firm of Calfee, Halter &
Griswold in Cleveland.

1978
After two years with the
American Express Company,
Ronald Gray was recently
promoted to senior attorney:
his responsibilities have been
in the areas of antitrust, adver
tising regulation, and con

46

sumer protection regulations.
Gray was previously with the
Federal Trade Commission.
Formerly with Georgia Legal
Aid Services in Albany, Oliver
Hunter is now in Savannah;
he is assistant county attorney
for Chatham County.
Shigeko Kawamura, listed
as a missing person in the last
issue, is in Scarsdale, New
York, She is married to an
attorney, Harold Woolfalk, and
is expecting a second child.
Eric S. Lamm is an associ
ate in the New York firm of
Clifton, Budd, Burke & DeMaria. His wife is Marye
Elmlinger, '79, who is with
Meyers, Tersigni, Kaufman,
Debrat, Feldman & Gray.
Paige A. Martin has been
chairperson this year of the
Hospice Committee of the Bar
Association of Greater Cleve
land. Through the committee's
efforts, volunteers offer legal
assistance to the terminally ill
and their families.
Sheldon Sager is the new
law director of the City of
Lyndhurst.
Joan C. Scott writes: "I
became first woman State's
Attorney of Fulton County, Illi
nois, on January 1. My hus
band, Tom B. Ewing, is in
private practice in Lewistown,
where we live with our son,
Scott,"
Kenneth Sprang is leaving
the Cyclops Corporation in
Pittsburgh for a teaching posi
tion at the University of Dayton Law School.

1979

Donald F. Barney writes: "I
have left the Cleveland office
tax staff of Ernst & Whinney
to accept a position with the
Office of Counsel—Trust
Group of AmeriTrust
Company."

opened her own office in West
Chester, Pennsylvania.
Kenneth A. Birne writes
that he is now practicing in
Cleveland's Standard Building
under the firm name of Urban
& Birne.
James Castagnera, who is
on the faculty of the Univer
sity of Texas College of Busi
ness Administration, returned
to Cleveland in May to con
duct an all-day seminar on
"Employees' Rights and Man
agers' Prerogatives" at the
1983 Cleveland Business
Show.
Stuart W. Cordell has
accepted a position with the
firm of Warren & Young in
Ashtabula, Ohio.
Bryan J. Holzberg is an
associate with the litigation
division of Rivkin, Leff, Sher
man & Radler in Garden City,
New York.

1982

Andre Ashley Craig is an
account executive with Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith
in Cleveland.
Gerald P. Leb, associated
with the firm of Leb & Halm
in Canton, Ohio, married Carol
Anne Jacobson in June.
Harry Lupuloff writes: "I
have recently accepted a posi
tion in the Office of General
Counsel, Department of the
Army, Electronics Research
and Development Command,
in Adelphi, Maryland. I am an
attorney in the intellectual
property division."
Michael S. Newman is
practicing in Seattle with Fred
Lorenz & Associates, a firm
that specializes in labor rela
tions representing hospital
management.

Our Apologies
Worth A. Fauver, Jr.,
'63, who appeared in
May's In Memoriam listing,
is alive and well in Elyria,
Ohio. It was his father who
died. In Brief regrets the
error.

